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Since the format of this thesis departs from the format tradition-

ally used in thesis writing, this preface was deemed necessary in order

to orient the prospective reáder to the specific organization of this

thesis. The major deviation from traditionat practice is that the body

of the thesis has been prepared as t\¡to journal articles, in content, for-

mat, and length. AII- additional information, including a literature

review, detailed rational-e, bibliography, and supplementary tables' is

provided in the aPPendices.

The first experiment, which is reported in Chapter I, was

designed to establish an appropriate methodology for the simulation of

stimulus overload in the psychological laboratory. Once this methodology

had been determined, it was used in two subsequent experiments, which are

reported in chapter f.I, to investigate a number of predictions derived

from Milgram's (1970) theory of overload and the literature on perceived

control (cf. Glass & Singer, Ig72) - A sluunary of the work reported in

chapters I and II is presented in chapter III. Appendix A contains a

prospectus which reviews the l-iterature in such a form as to emphasize

the nature of the problem investigated and include a full- bibliography'

All tabl-es which would not usually be incl-uded in a journal article but

which provide additional information about the data collected are pre-

sented in Appendix B.

In this enterprise, I was advised and assisted by a nurnber of

individuals who, on reading this work will recognize their own contribu-

tions. Gratitude is extended foremost to my advisor, Ra)rmond P- Perry;

to committee members Daniel Perlman and Dennis G. Dyck; to external exam-
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íner Hilary Appleton; to typists

Mcleod; and to my confederate in

Lynne Dobbs, Vikki Hiebert and Dorothy

the third experiment, Arliss Levíne.
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A METHODOLOGICAL STT]DY OF OVERLOAD

CHA?TER I



The purpose of thís research was to establish a methodology for

studying stimulus overload ín the psychologícal labo¡atoîy. It was

argued. that. in order to maximize the conditíons of overload in simula-

tíon, the dímensional criteria of maximal intensity, maxímal diversity'

and minímal patterning musÈ be included ín the methodology. In addí-

tíon ít was suggested that the psychologícal phenomenon of overload be

operationally defined ín terms of the indívidualts perceptíon of over-

load raÉher than the input-output capacity of the system. In a 3 x 2

design, 60 subjects performed either an overload or no overload version

of a proofreading-vígílance task, a drivíng-memory task, or a computa-

tion-ínterrupt.ion task. The driving-melnory task, which was inËended to

be most extreme on the dimensions of inËensity, dlversity, and pattern-

íng, was perceived as Ëhe most overloading of the three experÍmental

tasks. Thís led Ëo the conclusion that Ëhis driving-menory task repre-

sented a substantial improvement over existing methods and Ëhat this

warranted its future use as a standard methodology. In addÍtion' ít

r¡ras suggested that the concept of interference be consídered as a

critical dimension of overload.

Abstract



Despite the widespread use of such terms as "overstimulation" and

,,stimulus overload." by laymen and psychologists alike to explain the

stress of urban ]iùing, there is a surprising scarcity of empirical

studies which trave dealt directly with this issue. llhat makes this even

more surprising is that the seemingly less relevant issue to our urban-

ized society, stimulus underload or sensory deprivation, has received a

great deal of attention (Haythorn ' Lg73¡ Zvbek, 1969). The present study

was undertaken ín order to establish a methodol-ogy for studying stimulus

overload in the laboratory, with the intention of improving on earlier

methods used in the area-

overload has been defined as the condition in which the amount of

input into a system exceeds the processing capacity of that system' This

input glut can occur when too many inputs are presented simultaneously

or when successive inputs occur in such rapid succession that input A

cannot be processesd by the tj:ne input B is presented (Milgram, 1970) '

There appear to be at least three major dimensions of overload worth

d.ifferentiating (wohlwill, Lg74): maximal intensity, maximal diversity'

and minimal patterning. These dimensions roughly correspond to the de-

cision and stress concepts of frequency, complexity, and coherence/con-

tinuity (Fítts , Lg64; Trumbo, Lg73). This theoretical consistency

suggests that a laboratory task for assessing maximum effects of over-

load should include an extreme element from each of these dimensions'

Two recent experimental investigations of overload are worth

mentioning in this regard. Krupat and Epstein (1973) used a paperwork

task to experìmentatly induce an overloaded state, while sherrod and

A METHODOLOGICAL STUDY OF OVERLOAD
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Downs (Ig74) used a proofreading-vigilance task. In the former, sub-

jects \^7ere required to sift through and evaluate a large pile of scout-

íng reports, beíng told that they rvould have to v¡ork very hard to do

their job well-. In the l-atter study, subjects vere requíred to proof-

read a prose passage, listen to an audio taped series of random numbers'

and note the frequency of occurrence of the number trztr ín the number

series. The random numbers \tere superímposed over a mixed recording

of raucous musÍc and a story being read aË a rapid pace' In both

experiments, a post-experirnentaL assessment of the perception of over-

load indícated that subjects in these overload condiLions found the

tasks aversíve and dístractíng, relative to no overload ratings'

The diffículty inherent in both of these studies is that it is

doubtful that subj ects were actually overstimulated or overl-oaded by

the tasks. Allhough subjects in the overload conditions found their

task more distracting (a question concerning the degree of overstimu-

lation or overload experíenced I{as never posed) than control subjects'

the difference was merely a relative one. The task used by KrupaË and

Epstein (1973) meË none of the dimensional críteria mentíoned earlier'

i.e.thestimulationwasonlymoderateÌyintenseinthattheworkload

was explained buÈ no tjme restrictions were given; the task involved

minimal diversity in that it simply involved the evaluation of scouting

reports, and the situation was maximally patterned in that the structure

was such that scouting report fol-lowed scouting rePort' Thus' even though

the subject was tofd that there was a lot of work to be completed' it

was he who regulated the intensity of input such that any overload

experienced would necessarily be self-induced' The sherrod and Do\¡¡ns



(1g74) study suffers from simllar inadequacies in that neither defíni..

tíonal_ nor dimensional overload critería \rere met. For although the

combinatíon of stímulí may have had maxímal intensity and the proof-

reading-vigilance task maximal diversíty, the numbers to be attended to

occurred at 5-sec., patterned íntervals. In additíon, although the

amount of simultaneous ínput was great, the Processing demands were

not. The only ínputs r+hich required processing were the numbers and

the errors ín the passage being proofreadi aTl- other ínputs, i'e' the

raucous music and story reading, couì-d be dísregarded or filtered out

(Broadbent, I97L; Milgram, 1970). Thus, although overload may have

occurred at the physical or sensory level, ít may noÈ have occurred aË

a perceptual or cognitive 1evel. This distinction is an important

one, especíally when overload is conceptualized as a Psychological-

phenomenon rather than a physical one (Wohtwitt, L974), i.ê., the

necessary condition for overload is whether or not the índivídual feels

overloaded rather than whether or not he is required to Process x bits

of ínformation.

Can the major dimensions of overload be íncluded in a laboratory

simulation of overload? Were Sherrod and Downsr subjecËs actually over-

loaded or merely distracted? The present experiment was conducted in

orde'r to answer these and other questions. It departs from previous

methodologies in two important respects: (r) the introduction of an over-

load task which was designed to simulate maximal overload conditions by

adhering to the dimensional criteria of maximal intensity, maximal diver-

sity, and minimal patterning (see Task 2 below); and Q) the definition

of overload as the perception of overload rather than input-output dis-

crepancy. Three overload methodologies were compared in order to
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deter¡nine the most ap¡tropriate method for use in further experimcntal-ion'

and to improve on previous methods. ft was hypoLhesized that the closer

a given method approximated maximal intensity, maxirnal diversiLy and

minimal patterning, the greater v¡ould be the perception of overload'

Specifically, it ruas hypothesized that Task 2 (see description below) and

its control procedure would rePrcsent uPper and lower extremes of these

dimensions, and would therefore give rise to the greatest and least

perception of overload, respectively'

EgÞje.ts "nd 
D.tfg"

Subjectsrvere30maleand30femalestudentsdrawnfromthe

introductory psychology subject pool at the University of Ìlanitoba'

Ten subjects' randonl-y assigned, constituted each of the three over-

loadandthreeno_overloadgroups.Thisyieldeda3x2factoríalde-

sign ivith type of task being the 3-1eve1 factor and overload 'no-overload

being the 2-level factor'

ìfaLeríals and Procedure

Each subject was run individually' The sa-e cover story vas

readtoallsubjects'i.e..thattheexperimentdealtwiththeprocessof

dualmodalitylearning'aProcesswhichfocuseSorrhcweffectivelypeoplecan

simultaneouslyProcessunrelatedvisualandaudit'orymaterial.Subjects

werethengivenspecificínstructíonsonthetaskthaÈtheyhadbeen

l,fethod

assigned to.

Task 1-

(L974). Subjec

This is the task which vas used by sherrod and Dor¿ns

ts were required to proofread a Prose Passage r'¡hile
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listening to a rccordlng of raucous musíc, a seríes of random numbers,

and a story beíng read at a rapid pace. They were ínstructed to read

the proofreading material carefully, underline each error, and then

place a checkmark in the margín beside the lÍne in which the error was

found. At the same time, they were required to attend to the seríes

of random numbers (presented at 5-sec. intervals by a female voice) and

place a mark on the blank papgr provided every tíme they heard the

number "2" presented. Control (no overload) subjects merely performed

the proofreadíng task while 1ístening to a soundtrack of soft, gentl-e

music (control music).

Task 2. This task was a nodífíed version of a method used by

Finkelman and Glass (1970). Subjects r¡/ere required to track a moving

course on a T.K.K. Aptitude Testor for Automobile Drivers (item //110)

v¡hí1e maintaining enough pressure on the accelerator to keep a white'

peripheral view lamp i1lumínated. I.Ihile doing this, subjects were

required to brake and clutch when central red and yellow lights were

presented, respectively. Ilhile performing the requisite operations on

the driving símulator, subjects listened t.o a soundtrack consisting of

letter and number sequences. Three letters r^rould be presented and

followed by a 3-digit ngmber (Peterson & Peterson' 1959). Subjects \'rere

required to remember the three letters rvhile counting baclcr¿ard from the

3-digit number for 10-sec., and then recall the three letters in re-

sponse to a tone. The control subjecËs for this task simply followed

the correct course on the dríving simulator, rvhile listening to the con-

trol music.

Task 3. In the

to perform mathematical

third overload condition, subjects were required

operations on long columns (25 nurnbers) of
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multi-digít data, fírst addition and then division to determíne column

means. Simultaneously, subjects were requíred to províde ímmedíate re-

sponses to verbal questions presented at 3o-sec. intervals' These ques-

tions were general knowledge items (I^IAIS) requiring limíted cogni-

tive activity. Subjects were ínstructed to guess or say they dídnft

know if the correct answer to a Particul-ar question evaded them' Con-

trol subjects simply worked on the columns of data while listening to

the control music.

Experimental sessions in all- condítions were 15-min. in 1-ength.

At the end of the sessíon, subjects filled out a questionnaire concern-

ing their reactions to the experímenË. These reacËions r^¡ere in the

form of ratings, each on a 7-point scale (Miller , Lg67), Ëo the follow-

ing irems: (1) Hor¡uuch did you enjoy being in this experiment? (2) How

distracting did you find this task? (3) How irritatÍng did you find

this taskl. (4) How 1íkely would you be to volunteer for another session

of thís experÍmenÈ? (5) To what extent did you feel- overstimulated or

overloaded ín thís experíment? Ilhen subjects finished filling out Ëhe

questionnaire, they were debriefed'

Results

Means for each item in the questionnaire are shown in Table l'

A task (3) x overload (2) multivariate ANOVA (Tab1e 2' Appendix B)

yietded significant task (F:12.68, df = l0 and 94, P-<.ooor) and over-

load (F = 8.59, df = 5 and 47, Pl.OOO1) main effects and' a significant

task x overload interaction (E: = 2-IO, df = 10 and 94, P < 'O2)' The

task main effect can be largely accounted for by the distract (F = 3'65'

df = 2/54, g (.O3) and irritate (\-= Z-68' df = 2/54, p <'O8) items'



Means and SD for Questionnaire lt.ems in Each St,imulus Condition

Question*

1. Enjoy 4.67
2. Disrracr 3.33
3. Irritate 3.33
4. Volunteer 5.17
5. Overload 3.92

Over- No Over- Over- No Over- Over- No Over-
Ioa

X

TASK 1

Table 1

*1. ExËremely Unenjoyable (1) - Extremely Enjoyable (7)
2. Not at all DisÈracting (1) - Extremely DistractinC (7)
3. Not at all Irritating (1) - Extremely IrrÍtatin1 Q)
4. Totally Improbable (1) - Totally Probable (7)
5. Not aË all Overstimulated (1) - ExËremely Overstimulated (7)

SD

oa

L.29
1.93
2.04
L.7 5
1.27

X

5.40
3 .80
2. 80
6.00
3.20

SD

loa

TASK 2

L.32
2.L2
2.OI
2.L9
I.92

X

4.42
6.t7
3 .67
4. s0
s. 83

SD

1.06
L.28
1. 10

.70

.70

X

4.73
3 .18
3 .00
5.00
2.73

SD

TASK 3

oad load

2.t3
L.46
L.69
2.L3
2.08

X

4.50
5. 50
5. 10
4.90
4. s0

SD

I .68
1. 19
2.t7
2.36
r.20

X

4. B0
4. 00
3.70
4.80
4.30

SD

L.28
1. 93
2.LO
I.49
1 .60
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.Ihe overload cffect can be cxplained in Lcrms of the 9-rg!:g9! (-q = to.5S,

df = L/54, -p ( -oo2), irritate (I = ¡-31, df = l/54, g < -o7) and -orrerload

(L= t2.88, 9å = L/54, _P ( -OOO8) iLc¡ns. Finally' the significance of the

task by ovcrload interacl-ion can be accounted for by the gisJtes! (F =

5.'7g, clf = 2/54, g < .OO5) and overload (F = 5'53, df = 2/54, P-< '006)

itc¡ns. Atl other univariate relationships were not st-atistically reliable

(see Table I, APPendix B) -

a. g_prjor! analysis (Bonferroni) of the critical task by overload

interaction indicated that the driving memory task was significantly more

distracting and overloading than the proofreading vigilance task (g < 'OI)

and significantly more overloading than the computation-interruption task

(g a .ol). rn addition, it was found that the compulation-interruption

task r,¡as significantly more distracting (g < -OI) but not more overload-

ing (p ) -05) than the proofreading vigilance task- Control subjects

fett least overloaded and distracted in the driving memory task suggest-

ing that the overload - no overload manipulation was most effective for

this task.

Intercorrelations between the questionnaire items indicated that

overstimulation rvas positively correlated with distraction (r [59] = '4l-'

g <.of) and irritation ¡r t59) = '4O, P< '01) while distraction and

irritation were also rel-ated (r t59l = '32, 9- < '05) '

A subsequent analysis of individual performance data on each of

rhe rhree rasks yÍelded. a task by sex interactiott (E Ql54) :4'82'

P..01),indicatíngthatfemalesperfomedbetterontheproofreading

(task 1) and mathematical operations (task 3) tasksrwhile males per-

formed. better on the driving task (task 2) "



The results of this experiment demonstrate that a condition of

stimu1us overload can be simulated in the laboratory, and that this

condition can be maximized with the inclusion of the major dimensions

of the stimulation. In addition, it would seem that overload is a

multidimensional phenomenon and that distraction and irritation are two

of its components. This latter point ilÌustrates the value of the use of

multiple indices to measure a phenomenon which is little understood' The

interrelationships between measures as well as the effects of a given

manipulation on each individual measure can be readily assessed through

the use of multivariate analYsis-

The val-ue in simply asking subjects how overstimulated or over-

Ioaded they felt in performing a given task rather than how distracted or

irritated they felt, is illustrated by the task main effect for distract

and irritate but not for overload. For if a task is to be maximally over-

loadíng and its control task is to bemini-mal1y overloading, any taskmain effect

should be masked by these extremes, with a real effect being reflected

in the task by overload interaction. Since this neutralization of ex-

tremes did not occur for the distract and irritate items but did occur

for the overload item, it is suggested that the latter is the most appro-

priate index of overload.

One problem in interpreting the results of the present experiment

lies in the failure to replicate Sherrod and Downs (L974) results' That

is, they found that their overload condition \^/as perceived as signifi-

cantly more distracting than their no overload condition, whereas, in

the present experiment, no differences were found using the same proced-

ure (see Table .I, Task 1). This discrepancy may be attributal¡le to the

Discussion
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fact that Sherrod and Downs' subjects vrere asked how distracting they found

the background sound whereas the subjects in the present study were asked

how distractíng they found the task. Since the background sound was var-

ied more across conditions than the task was, the outcome obtained in the

present study is not surPrising.

The obtained rank ordering of the three tasks on the overload item

may be understood by examining their respective positions on the previously

stated'dimensions. Without a proper psychological definition of intensity'

it can be assumed that subjects received higher levels of excess stimula-

tion in the driving-memory task than in either of the other tasks- This

is because the amount of information that had to be processed, perhaps

analogous to the decibel of sound intensity, was greatest in the driving-

memory task. The second major dj¡nension, diversity, was also greatest in

the driving-memory task. This is because the amount of variation in input

as well as output, a quantifiable index of diversity, was greater in the

driving-memory task than in eiÈher of the other tasks. Finally' the

amount of patterning which is essentially a qualitative variable in this

context, was least evident in the driving-memory task. This is primarily

due to the aperiodicity of distracting stimulation in this task as opposed

to its regr:larity in the other tasks, i.e. the central lights on the driv-

ing simulator were ill-uminated irregularly and at aperiodic intervals

whereas the numbers in the proofreading-vigilance task and the questions

in the computation interruption task were presented at regr.rlarly occurring

intervals. The fact that the latter (task 3) was perceived as more over-

stimulating than the former (task 1) may be attributable to the unpatterned

content of the distracting stimulation (questions) in the former and the

patterned content (numbers) in the latter'
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In order to test a given set of hypotheses concerning the effects

of overload on the adaptation process anð/or on subsequent behavior, one

first requires an adequate methodology to induce a condition of overload'

The present data suggest that the driving-memory task represents the most

appropriate method which has been explored to date. First, this task

produced the greatest perception of overload re]ative to the other tasks

investigated. The importance of this factor can be understood if one con-.

siders that in order to examine the aftereffects of overload, an experi-

menter must first insure túat overl-oad is experienced by his subjects'

second, the driving control task which was used led to the least

relative perception of overload. Differential effects of a given manipu-

lation can only be obtained if the experimental and control treatment

levels are' substantially different. Finally, the driving-memory task

represents the strictest adherence to the theoretical dimensions of over-

1oad, as previouslY discussed.

Although the Krupat and Epstein 0973) methodology vüas not compared

in the present experiment, its efficacy as an overload procedure is

certainly questionable. Theoretically, it lacked intensity, in that this

dimension was entirely regulated by the subject; diversity, in that com-

peting stimuli were relatively absent; and minimal patterning, in that the

sequence of events was easily predictable. The Sherrod and Downs (1974)

technigue was similarly inadequate theoretically, and in addition, was

less overloading in the present experiment than either of the other tasks

and not reliably different from its control task in the perception of

overload induced.

One alternative djmension which might represent a sufficient con-

dition for overload, one which as been neglected by Wohtwill (L974), Fítts
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(1964), Trumbo (L973), and others, is the concept of interference .

Although Lindstey (1961) has devoted a timited discussion to this factor'

his analysis is ljmited to a sensory-physiological framework. However,

on examining the tasks which were used in the present experiment' it

would seen reasonable to infer that the greater the interference inherent

in a situation, the greater will- be the perception of overload. For

example, on the driving-memory task in the present experiment, the pro-

cessing demands of folfowing the correct course on the driving simulator

were interfered with by the demands of light interpretation, acceleration,

braking, clutching, memory, verbalization, reverse order'transpositions,

and all of the cognitive activity required to organize these processes.

The number of interfering factors in the other two tasks should have been

considerably less, by merit of the smaller number of demands alone. The

fact that a maximal spread in the perception of overload was achieved in

the driving-memory taslCs overload - no overload conditions, should

suggest that the amount of interference incorporated in these conditions

was greatest and least, respectively. Future research is needed to test

this possibilitY.
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The Effects of Stimulus Overl-oad and Perceived ConËrol on

Subsequent Attentional- and Prosocial Behaviors

CHAPTER II



The purpose of this research was to investigate the effects of

stimul-us overload and perceived conÈrol on subsequent attentional and

prosocíal behaviors. Specificall-y, it was hypothesized that adaptations

to overload would include (1) the allocation of less time to each ínput,

(2) a dísregard of low príority inpuËs, (3) shifting personal responsí-

bílities to others, and (4) a decrease in helping behavior. In addi-

tion, íË was expected that the deleterious effects of overload would be

ameliorated by the perception of control. Two experiments lJere con-

ducËed in order Ëo tesË these hypotheses. In the first phase of both

experinents, 40 subjects perforroed either an overloading or a non-over-

loading task, either with or vrithout a perception of control. In the

first experiment, on a subsequent attention task, performance measures

were obtained on time allocated to each input and retention of low prior-

ity inputs. In the second experiment, subjects were subsequently pro-

vided the opportunity to assume or shift personal responsibility for

a proofreading task, and on leaving the experiment \Á/ere approached by

a stranger with a request for help. For all but the helping hypothesis'

data trends were in the predicted direction, although not statistically

significant. It was suggested that the helping measure b/as potentially

confounded by a number of procedural variables- fn addition, it was

concluded that in order for the results to be considered definitive, a

more powerful test of the hypotheses is required.

Abstract



The effecËs of Stimulus Overload and Perceíved Control

On Subsequent Attentional- and ProsocÍal- Behaviors

Such terms as oversËimulation and overload have been bandied

about with considerable ease in recent years. To the professional and

layrnan alike, such Ëerms have become descriptíve of the qualíty of lífe

in modern day citl-es as well as mosË of modern socieËy itself . And

although we have probably discerned for ourselves Ëhat Ìire are contin-

ua1-1-y being overstinulated by our hectic environmenË, we do noË have

to look very far Èo be reminded of this fact. Typícal of the sensa-

tionalist warnings abouË the debíl-itating effects of overload whích

are being handed dorun to us from "reputable sourcesrr, is the following

headline: HIIMAN BRAIN AT BRINK OF RUIN, SCIENTIST SAYS (Los Angeles

Tímes, November 1'O, L974). Bestsel-lers like Tofflerts Future Shock

(Toffler, 1970) tell us that the ultimate effecË of overstimul-ation

is an inabil-ity Ëo cope with change accompanied by a state of psycho-

logical íurnobilizat ion.

Although such vievrs may be intuitively credible, especiall-y when

they are espoused by our scientific íntelligentsia, Ëhey must be qualÍ--

fied as speculaËive and somewhat lacking ín empirical support at this

tÍme. For although the study of information processing has included

situaËions which could be classified as overloading, caution should be

observed in consi-dering Èhe socíal applícaËions of inforraation Process-

ing theory. The anal-ogies whích Toffler has drar,¡n between the problens

which exist in the real world and infonnation processing líuitations

whích have been discovered in the psychological laboraËory are rela-

L7



tively loose, and careful research línking the concepts from the two

areas is lacking. It would seen necessary, therefore, that a

model be designed to accommodate the psychological aspects of urban

overstimulation and to substantíate some of the generalizatíons offered

by Toffl-er.

Such a model has been proposed in a recenL treatise on the exper-

íence of urban living (Milgraur, L97O). In that paper, Milgram suggested

that 'tpsychol-ogy needs an idea that links the individualts experience

to the denographic círcumstances of urban life" (p. L462). This l-ink-

íng princíp1-e, he suggests, is provided by Ëhe overload concept. t'he

sheer nr¡mbers of people and other envirorrmental- inputs that one encounters

in the city results in a vasL amount of information ímpinging on a person

in his daily routine. Since people have a límited processing capacity'

much of this information overload cannoË be dealt with effectively'

requíring that Ëhe individual adopt any of a nunber of coping mechan-

ísms to líl0it the information load.

18

Milgram suggests thaÈ one mechanism for coping with overload is

to allocate less time and attentíon to each envilonmental input. A

second adaptive mechanism is the establishment of prioritÍes such that

low priority inputs are dísregarded or blocked ouË. A third mechanism

is to reveïse demands so that Èhe processing burden becomes the re-

sponsibiliLy of others. CollecËively, Èhese resPonses of adaptation

í-ply a fourth mechanism - a general reducËion in prosocial behavior

or a Èotal lack thereof. For illustrative and clarification purposes ' con-

isder the overstierlated prototype. Since this individual has limited time
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to devote to each input, he has no time to exchange pleasantries with each

stranger; brief business-Ìike transactions may therefore be more expedient.

In addition, the individuat can disregard low priority inputs by emptoying

a receptionist, not looking at people; and generally ignoring inputs that

are notparticularly sa1íenË to his purposes, e.B.¡ a síck drunk in the

gutter. Fínally, when processíng demands become extreme, responsibi-

litíes are shifted from self Ëo others, e.8., bus drivers require thaË

passengers have the correct change, doctors require that patienÈs come

to them, etc. In all of these situations there appears to exíst an

overriding tendency to insulate oneself from even minimal 'rírrelevantrl

socíal contacts, and by so doíng, lower the probabilíty of overload.

By the same token, however, this decreased socíal contact results in a

lower probabílity of engaging ín prosocial behavior, e.g., doing favors,

helping strangers in need, or just plain friendlíness in countenance

and manner.

An experÍmenË designed to test Èhese hypotheses was conducted

by Krupat and Epstein (1973). Subjects were required to sift through

and evaluate a large pile of scoutíng reports, being told that they

r¿ould have to work very hard to do their job well and Ëhat once the

pile was completed, there $rere more reports to evaluate. Their fínd-

ings were generally in accord t¡ith Milgram's hypotheses' i.e., over-

loaded .subjects spent less time on each input, than control subjects,

although more time was sperit on low priority than high priority ínputs.

Overloaded subjects also diffused responsibility to others more often,

and in so doíng, engaged in less prosocial behavior.
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Howeverr a number of methodotogical and definitional problems ren-

der these data inadequate. First, the overload group received the instruc-

tional set that they would have to work hard and fast to finish their job¡

a factor which may have predisposed them to allocate less time to each

input. Secondly, the disregard of low priority inputs was not operation-

atly defined; rather, time spent on preferred and nonpreferred inputs

(scouting reports) \¡¡as apparently the index of attention to high and low

priority inputs. As a result it was found that rather than ignoring

non preferred input.s as predicted in the model, more time was spent on

these inputs, a findíng in line with Gerardfs (L967) notion of increased

aËËention Èo rejected stimuli. Thírd1-y, the daËa were relatively incon-

sistenË; a large portion of Ëhe variance was accounÈed for by one grouP

wtrile the remaining three groups \dere identícal. Final1-y, the measures

of diffusion and helping were confounded by the differentíal assígnment

of tasks - subjecËs in the condition ín which the instructíons were thaË

the workload was heavy and. total efforÈ r,¡ould have to be expended Èo

fínish, would obviously not have time to rnrrite a helping letter espec-

ially when there are other, non overloaded subjects who could do it.

A more recent study (Sherrod and Downs, L974) investigated the

effects of overload on helping behavior. It was found that subjects

who r.rere exposed to stimulus overload ín the first phase of the experi-

ment, in a later confrontation with a confederaËe, volunteered less

time to help in the compl-etion of an unrelated experíment. It v¡ould

thus seem that Milgramts fourth hypothesis has been ernpirically supported.

I^Ihat Sherrod and Dov¡ns also found rvas that subjects who believed



that they could control the onset and termination of the aversive

stimulation, even if this control was not exercised, were more willíng

to help the confederate than were subjects r¿ho had no such pereePtion

of control. This ameliorating effecË of control has prevíously been

found with frustratíon tolerance fo1lowíng exposure to aversive noíse

(Glass & Singer, 1972) and crowding (Sherrod ' 1974), and with compLex

task performance fo1-lowing exposure to aversive noíse (G1ass & Singer,

Ig72) and arbitrary díscrimination (Hannah, Lg75). However, helping

behavior had not previously been found to be differentially affected

by the control- manlpulation (Glass & Sínger, L972; Hannah, L975) - In

fact, as an opposíng formulation would have ít, subjects rn¡ithout contról

r^¡ould be expected to display more prosocial behavíor. Of course this is

not because Ëhese subjects become any more altruistic after being exposed

to uncontrollable aversive stinmlation, but rather that they tend to de-

velop a seË to comply Èhrough a learned sEate of helplessness (cf. HiroÈo

& Seligman, L975). This divergence of theory and empirical results

would suggest that if Sherrof and Dov¡ns | (L974) data are to be considered

conclusive, replication is necessarily in order.

2I

The present investígatÍon was designed Ëo study the behavioral

consequences or aftereffecÈs of overstímulation and to determíne whether

or not the perception of environmental control tends to ameliorate these

effects. Specífically, it v¡as hypothesízed that subjects who have pre-

viously been overstjmulated should tend to adopt cerËain economizing be-

havíors to protect against further overload. Accordíng to Mi1gram (1970),

these behaviors include (1) the allocation of less tífle to each inpuÈ'
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(2) a ðisregard of low príoríËy inputs, (3) shifting responsibílíties

from self to others, and (4) reduced helping behavior.

How Ëhe percepËion of control would medíate the effects of over-

load on subsequent behaviors was not entirely straíghtforward. Even

though the perception of control r¿as expected to ameliorate the effects

of overload, it r¿as not clear whether this amelioration would be reflected

in more or less attention to each input. If overstímul-ated subjects

efficíently allocate less tlme to each input, it would be expected that

overloaded subjects who believed that they coul-d terminate the aversive

stimulation at will would be more efficíent than no control subjects,

and consequently would. allocate less ti¡e to each input. However, íf.

tjme allocation Ís careless, the opposite effects would be expected.

Since neither positíon is theoretically based, predictíons concerníng

the relatíonshíp between the perception of control and the tiine allo-

cated to each input r¡Iere suspended, leaving Milgramts overload hypo-

thesis intact.

The predicted relationShíp' between control and the disregard of

low príority inputs is more obvious. The results of Glass and Singer (L972)

and others sugge*that subjects with the perception of control would pay

more attention to low priority inputs than would subjects who had no such

perception. This warranted the hlpothesized main effect for perceived

conËrol. The hypothesized main effecË for overload is based on Milgramts

(1970) discussion and the well documented finding of the "fíltering"

phenomenon ín the information processing literaËure (cf. BroadbenË'

L97L). A main effect of overload on the shífting of responsibilities
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and helping behavíor vras also predícted, based on the results of Sherrod

and. Downs (Lg74). Ilowever, due Ëo the divergence of views on the role

of controL in prosocial behavíor, no particular hypothesÍs lras advanced

to acconmodat,e this rel-ationship

EXPERIMEM 1

The first experiment investigaËed the effects of overload and

perceived control on subsequent. attenËional- behaviors¡ n¡msly the tÍrne

all-ocated Ëo each ínpuË and the degree to r¡hich low priority ínputs are

disregarded or filtered out.

Method

Subiects and Design

Subjects were 20 male and 20 female s.tudents drawn from the

íntroducËory psychology subjecË pool at the UniversiÈy of ManÍtoba. A

2 x 2 factorial design was employed, with overload and control consti-

tuting the Ëwo between factors. Five mal-es and five females were

randoml-y assígned to each of Ëhe four resulËanË groups.

MaterÍals and Procedure

Subjects r,rere run índividually. Each experímental sessíon con-

sísted of two phases, Ëhe first being an overload phase in which Lreat-

ment. varied across conditions, and Ëhe second beíng a measurement phase

r¡hích rrras constant across condtíons..

Overload phase. AfËer being told that they were participating

in a sËudy of dual nodalíty learning, subjects r*ere given their condi-

tion-specific instructions. In Ëhe overload condition, subjecËs were
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required to Ërack a moving course on a T.K.K. Aptítude Testor for

Automobíle Drivers (item i/1101-), whíle maintaining enough pressure on

the accelerator Ëo keep a whiÈe, peripheral view 1-arnp illurninaÈed. I{híl-e

doing this, subjecËs r¡rere required to brake and clutch when central

red and yellow lights rrere presented respectively. At the same time

as these requisite operaËions lrere being performed on the dríving

sínulatíon, subjects were also required to atÈend to a souridtrack con-

síst,ing of letter and number sequences. Three l-etters woul-d be pre-

sented and inmediately followed by a 3-digit numberr ê.8.. B-D-H-5-9-8

(Peterson & Peterson, L959). Subjects \.rere requíred t,o remember the

three letËers while counting baclcvard from the 3-digit number f.o'r a

period of 10-sec., and then to recall the three letters in response Ëo

a tone. These l-eËt.er-numbeï sequences r¡rere delivered to the subject

over headphones, and Ëhe subject counËed and recalled aloud. In the

no overload condition, subjects sinply followed the correct course on

the driving simulator whíle 1-i-steníng to a soundtrack of soft music over

headphones.

Half of the subjecËs in both the overload and no overload condi-

tions received the regular instructions, but then were given the fo11ow-

Íng opËion:

If at any point during the time that you are performing this

task you should wanÈ the soundtrack to be turned off, simply

Èell the experimenËer and Ëhe tape-recorder will be Ëurned off.

In the pasË, some people have chosen to work on the dríving

task alone, although most have worked with Ëhe soundËrack on.
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For the purposes of this experíment we r.rould much rather have

you perform both Èasksrbut the choice is entirely up to you'

The overload phase was 15-min. long in all conditions. At the

end of this time, subjeets fílled out a manípulation check questionnaire

concerning their reactions to the fÍrst phase of the experíment' The

following items were rated., each on a 7-poínt scale: (1) How much did

you enjoy being in rhis experímenü? (2) How distracting did you fínd

rhis rask? (3) How irritaËing did you find thÍs task? (4) How likely

would you be to volunteer for another sessíon of this experimenË? (5)

To what exËent did you feel- overstimulated or overl-oaded in Ëhís experi-

menË? (6) To rshat extent did you feel completely free Èo request that

the soundtrack be turned off?

Measurement phase. In this second phase, the subject r¡las seaËed

at a Large Ëable conËaining three Pedalíne Foot Swítches which were

diagonally spaced 28-cm. apart, and located Ëo the subject's left if

he was right-handed or right if he was lefÈ-handed (non-preferred side) '

A transcribed, type\,r'ritten prose passage' ín which typographical , gramma-

tical-, and spel1-ing errors had been systemaËícally introduced, was Èhen

placed in front of the subject. His instructions I'¡ere to carefully

proofread the prose passage, underlining each error Ëhat was found, and

then placíng a checl,mark in the margin beside Ëhe l-ine in which the

error tras found.

Ifhile proofreading, subjects r¿ere also required to listen Ëo a

soundtrack containing a series of random numbers presented at 15-sec'

intervals, and a story being read. subjects r¿ere insLructed to resf



their non-preferred hand on the closest foot. switch, and to immediately

press one of the other two switches whenever a number !¡as heard, choos-

ing the left sr¿ítch for odd numbers and the right svritch for even num-

bers. The apparatus used to record this reaction time consísted of a

Gerbrand Electroníc Voíce Key, which, rvhen a given number was received,

started the first of two Standard Clocks. Ilhen the subjectts hand was

lifted off the resting switch, the fírsË clock stopped and the second

clock started. I^Ihen either of the two choice foot switehes was pressetl ,

the second clock was stopped. Two Hunter Counters recorded the number

of correct and incorrect response choices

After 15-min. in phase tl¡ro, subjects were given a series of. L4

multiple choice questíons on the content of the story which vras suPer-

irnposed over the recording of the random number seríes, and on the

conterit of the prose passage that r¡as proofread. Ten questions con-

cerned the audio-taped st.ory and. four questions concerned the proof-

readíng passage. Following compleËion of Ëhís steP' subjects filled

out a postexpeïimental questionnaire to determíne whether they had any

suspicions about the experimental hypotheses. Debriefing took p1-ace

after all subjecËs had been run.

The relationship between the dependent variabfes and the

e>çerimental method as descrjjced thus far is as follows: the
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time measurement on the first clock was a measure of reaction tíme;

thaÈ on the second clock rePresented movemett¿ ¡ime. TogeËher they

represent a ueasure of toËa1 reaction time. Reciprocals of the nunber

of lines complet.ed and the number of errors detected on the proofread-
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ing task are índicatíve of the t,íme spent per line and per error.

Collectively, these indices of reaction tíme, movement tíme, total

reaction tíme, lines completed, and errors detected are all measuring

the tírne a1locaÊed to each input. And the number of errors on the

Post-measuremenË phase reËentíon test are an index of the dísregard of

low prÍ-oríty inputs (story errors, passage errors, total errors).

ResuLts and Díscussion

Manipulatíon Checks

Means for each item in the quesËíonnaíre whích was administered

fo11-owing Èhe overload phase are shown in Table 1. It is evident that

subjects in the overload conditíon enjoyed their task less (F(1,36) =

3.98, g<.05), found it more distracting (F(1,36) = 52.36, g<.0001) and

írritatíng (F(1,36) = 6.35, g<.02), and felt more overstímulated by íË

(Ä(1, 36) = 19 .1-8 r p<. 0002) than no overload subj ecËs . In addítíon,

it was found that. overload subjectst performance on the driving simu-

lator ¡¿as inferior Èo no overload subjects (F(1,36) = 51.74, p<.0001),

in that time-on-target was considerabl-y l-ower in Èhe former (Í = 6.94 min.)

than in the latter (Í = 13.70 min.). The perceived control manípulaËion

was al-so found to be effective (F(1,36) = 15.58r p<.0004).

Hypotheses

Since no suspiciousness was ind.icated by the postexperÍmental

questionnaíre all subjects were íncluded in the analy"is.1 Means for

1-Suspiciousness r¡as determined by a funnel-type questionnaire, modelled
afÈer Page (1970). Subjects rrrere first asked to express what they



Table I

Means and SDts for Questionnaire ltems in Each Condition in Experiment l

Question*

1. Enjoy 4.46
2. Distract 5.64
3. Irrårare 3 .55
4. Volunteer 4.73
5. Overload 4'9I
6. Conrrol 6.46

Control

X

Overload

*1. Extremely Unenjoyable (1) - Extrernely Enjoyable (7)
2. Not at all Distracting (1) - Extremely DisÈracting (7)
3. Not at all Irritating (1) - Extremely Irritatin1 Q)
4. Totally Improbable (1) - Totally ?robable (7)
5. Nor ar all Overstimulated (1) - Extremely Overstimulated (7)
6. NoE at all Free (1) - Completely Free (7)

SD

1.86
L.74
L.70
2.t5
L.67

.78

No Control

i
4.36
s.27
4.73
4.09
s.09
3.s5

SD

1. 15
L.24
1.88
2.60
1. 50
2.24

Contro 1

x

No Overload

5.30
2.80
2.70
4.60
2.70
6. 10
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SD

.99
1.31
I .93
I .60
1.51
L.20

No Control

ï

5.20
2.00
2.80
s.90
3.00
4.20

SD

1. 10
1. 00
1.39
L.22
1. 10
2.83



all dependenË measures are shown ín Table 2. The hypothesis which

stated that overloaded subjects woul-d subsequently al-locate less tíme

to each input, was

pendent measures.

Ërends ín Ëhe predicted direction, with movement tjme (F(1r36) = 2.69,

p<.11) and total reaction tíne (F(1-,36) = 2.87, P<.10) approaching síg-

nificance. Hotrever, one can only suspend judgrnent on r¿hether or riot

this hypothesis, as sÈated, ís veridical. There were also no differ-

ences beËween perceived control and no perceived control- subjects on

any of Èhe five measuïes, nor were there any differential- effects on

Èhe overload by control ínteraction.

The hypothesis thaË overloaded subjects would subsequently Ëend

to disregard lor¡ priority inpuËs but that this effecË would be amel-

iorated somer+haË by the pereeptíon of conËrol, r{as also not sËatisti-

not statistÍcaIly supporLed on any of the five de-

-However, on four of these measures the data shor¡r

1 (ConËrd)
thought the experiment was all about, what the hypotheses were, what
they thought relationship between Èhe two phases \,Ias' etc. As the
subjecË progressed through the questions, each question bec¡me more
specific until ulËimaÈel-y, the exact hypotheses were staÈed, and the
subject was asked wheËher or not, this had been suspected. If the
ansrrer rras no, the subjecË was considered not suspicious. If Ëhe

ans\¡¡er $ras yes, subjecÈs r¡ere asked r¡hether this suspicion occurred
during Ëhe experiment or while filling out the PosËexPerimenËal
quesÈionnaíre. Subjects attesting to the latter case trere considered
not suspicious since their responses duríng the experiment would noË

have been affected by these suspicions. If subjects reported being
suspícious during the experiment, Ëheir earlier statements of the
experimental hypoÈheses, etc. If these staËemenÈs rüere noË concordant
wiltr ttre subjecÈts expressed suspiciousness, the subject was considered
not suspicious. Finally ; if there r¡ras a degree of concordance between
these earlier statemenËs and the subjectrs staËed suspiciousness, the
subject was considered suspicious or ar{are.
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Means and SDrs for Dependent Measures in Experiment 1

Measure

React.ion Time*
MovemenÈ Time*
Total Reaction
Time *
Línes CompleËed
Errors DetecËed
Story Errors
Passage Errors
Total ReËention
Errors
Choice Errors

Control

Table 2

x

Overload

79.4 L3.9
52.r 13.1-

131.s 2L.3
L37 .3 s8.5

89 .6 2s.4
5.82 1. 86
2.09 .67

7.9t 2.42
r.27 1.03

SD

No Cont.rol

:kRecorded ín Milliseconds

T

78.7 10.4
47.s lo.2

L26.2 12.6
119.1 37.0
93.5 29.L
6.00 1.60
L.73 .77

7 .73 1.58
2.46 2.54

SD

Control

1

30

No Overload

84. 1

s7.4

141. 5
L3L.7

83 .5
6.30
1 .80

8.10
.80

No Control

Ls.2
13 .8

15.8
47.4
28.9
1.36

.87

1.61
.63

X

78.7 11.3
54.2 7.2

L32.9 11 . 1
L27.L 38.8
98. 1 23 .O
6 .40 1.41
2.00 .89

8.40 L.76
1.3 0 1 .31

SD
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cally supported on measures of story errorsr Passage errors, and ËotaI

errors. A1l- subjects appeared Ëo uniforml-y filter out all- informatíon

on rnrhich no explícít operations were required. This ís noL surprísing

in light of the fact Èhat the measurement phase may in iËself have

represenËed an overload situation. However, this r¿ould merely suggest

ÈhaË fíltering is a concurrent effect of overlo ad, a concl-usion which

is confounded by the facL thaË whaÈ may be consídered to be 1ow príor-

ity by the overloaded individual may be high priority for the non over-

loaded individual, sírnply due to the disparity of inputs thaÈ each re-

ceives. For example, Íf one indívidual sinply had to read a Prose

passage while listening to a stoïy beíng read, ít would logícally be

expected that Ëhís individual would retain more of the content of each

than r*¡ould an individual who participated in the present experÍIuerÌË '
sírnply because the processíng demands are different. What the present

experimenË aÈtempted to demonstrate r,ras thaË fílteríng is one method

of adaptíng to overload, such that fíltering should be more pronounced

in an indívidual who has previously experienced overl-oad than one who

has no'. However, "" nt"J* stated, this relationship was not

demonstrated in the present experiment.

It could be argued further that perhaps the content of

Ëhe story and the prose passage did not actually rePresent low prioriËy

ínpuËs, but rather no priority inputs. Since subjects were only instruc-

ted to'rlisËen to the story" and "read the passage", wíËh enphasis

being placed on the reaction time task and detection of errors respec-

tively, this nay be a 1ike1y proposítíon. I{hat may have actually repre-
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sented a l-ow priority concern rvas the choice comPonent of the reaction

time task. This proposition can be clarified somewhat by dichotomizíng

the reaction time task ínto tvto components - speed, and accuracy. Tf'

speed is conceptualized as a high priority concern and accuracY, oPer-

ationally defined as the number of correct choices or trhitsrr, is con-

sidered a 1ow priority eoncern, then the dat,a would tend to support the

filtering hypothesis for overload (f(f,36) = 2.59, P<.11) and perceived

control (F(1r36) = 2.75, p..10). Al-though these trends \^Iere not statís-

Ëically significant, the data suggest that exposure to overload results

in impaired accuracy of responding on a subsequent task, but that this

effect is amelíoraËed someT¡rhat by the PercePtion of control-.

This additional finding leads us to an examination of how tíme

is allocated to each inpuË following exPosure to overload. It rras

suggested earlier thaË the literature provides no clear pred.ictions

concerning the mediatíonal role of perceived control on this varíablet

i.e., opposing hypotheses could be derived, depending on r^rhether tíme

allocatíon is effícient or careless. The present data r,¡ould suggest

that overloaded subjects subsequenÈly allocaÈe less time to each inpuË

and that this process is careless, but that thís carelessness is re-

duced by the perception of control. However, this rel-aËionship was

not sËatisticallY signif icant.

I^Ihen sex of subject was introduced as an independenË variablet

some interestíng results emerged. Females consistenËly showed faster

reaction times (x = 75.4 msec.) than males (x = 84.9 msec', F (1,36)

5.93, p <.02), while the reverse relationship was true for movement tiJne



(females y=sø.6, malesI=48.8, F (1,36) =5'46, p<'o3)' The

reversal is not surprising since the two measures are negatively correl-

ated (r(39) - -.18, while the sex differences have been reported elsewhere

(cf. Fitts & Posner, Lg67) and attributed to motor preparation in men and

cognitive preparation in women. A control by sex interaction for move-

menttime(F(1,36)=4.63,g<.04)indicatedthatapreviousperception

of control served to increase females' movement time $ = 6.22) but decrease

ma1es, movement time (î = 46.7) while no previous perception of control

produced no differential effects. An overload by control by sex inter-

action for reaction time (F(I,36) = 4.l,L, p (-05) may be considered a

chance finding, since fe¡nales are clearly superior in aII groups excePt

the overload - no control group in which the reversal was negligible'

Finally, a three-way interaction for total reaction ti:ne (F (1r36) =

g.-,4, p <.006) indicates that females had faster times in the overload -

control and no overload - no control conditions, while males were faster

in the other two conditions. It should be pointed out at this juncture

that these interactions cannot be considered representative since they

are based on only five observations per cell

The failure to supporË either major hypothesis may in parÈ 6s due

to the possibility that Ëhe present experiment did not províde a power-

ful enough test of these hypotheses. With the present sample of 10

subjects per cell, populatÍon differences of two standard deviations

rsould have to exist in order Ëo be detecËdd (1 - ß = .94). In the

present experiment, the probabilíty of falsely rejecting the nu1l

hypothesis was considerably greater than chance (1 - Ê ='63)' However,

given a powerful- test of the hypotheses, the data suggest that the
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parent distributions are separated by between one and two standard

deviations, a definite prospectus for future research'

As noted earlier, the present experiment represents a more appro-

priate test of Milgramr s (1970) hypotheses than the previous attempt by

Krupat and Epstein (1973), simply because the present test phase was

constant across conditions and as a resultr the dependent variables were

not confounded by differential treatments. However, any consistent

treatment effects may have been obscured by the possibility that the test

phase, in itself, may have been overloading for all subjects' In other

words, although it would be expected that adaptation to overload in the

treatment phase woufd be reflected in adaptive responding to the test

phase, this test phase may have had a unique treatment effect of its own,

rendering the original treatment less effective. This problem could prob-

ably be resolved or at least clarified by comparíng overloading and non-

overloading test Phases.

E)GERIMENT 2

The second experiment investigated the effects of overload and

perceived conËrol on subsequent prosocial behavíors' namely the assump-

tíon of own responsibílities and the willingness Èo help a stranger.

Method
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The number

grouPs were the

,z6ne naSor difference rrhich distinguished the two experiments r,las the
amounË of tíme that subjecÈs signed up for: Experiuent 1 was advertised
as a l-hr. experiment whil-e Experiment 2 was labelled a 0.5-hr. exPeri-
ment.

of subjects, selectíon procedures' and assignment to

sâme as in Experíment 12. The design of the experiment



as well as the overload phase were also identical Ëo Experiment 1 methods'

Lionnaire followíng the overload phase, subjects were seated at a Eable

and given a considerably lengthier version of the proofreading passage

used ín Experiment 1. After being given the proofreading instrucLions'

they proceeded to go to work on the passage. After 10-min' had elapsed

and most subjects had progressed no further than the second page, the

subject r,¡as interrupted. and the following sequence was enacËed by Ëhe

Measurement phase. Upon completÍng the manipulation check ques-

experimenter:

"Excuse me (interrupting subjecË and anxiously

buL our time is almosË up. You were expecËed

task as parË of the experiment, because íf you

will have to pay a research assistant to do so. Because

it was your responsibility to compl-ete the task during the

experiment, I would suggesË that you work on, at least untíl

you Ëhink you have fulfíl1-ed your conmítment. However, since

tlÀe 4 hour is about up, you are free to go at any time. JusË

hand me your experimental card and T will sign ít when you

are ready to leave, O.K.?'r

Following this sequence, the subject eíther returned to work or decided

to leave. Any subjects who continued to work for 20-mín. were stopped

when this time limiÈ was reached. Ifhen subjecÈs did decide to leave,

or when this decision r¡as made for them by the experimenter when 20-min'

had e1-apsed, the postexperimental quesËionnaire r,ras administered, they

were given credit, and ostensibly dismissed. Tíme spenË on Ëhe task

afLer the earlier interruption was unobËrusively recorded, and this
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constítuted the degree to ç¡hích responsibíli|y had been shifted or

assumed.

Once the subject had left the experimental room and ú7as proceeding

down the hall, the subject was casually approached by a female confeder-

ate of the experírûenËer. The following transaction ensued:

"Excuse me, but did you just come ouË of a psychology experi-

ment? (Response). I^Iell, I have to run an experiment in a fer¡

!,reeks for my course project in experimental psychology, but I

am riot allowed to give subjects any credit for Participating. I

certainly would. appreciate ít if you could help me by volunteer-

ing some of your time. The experÍment ís on impression formation

and has a number of different conditions involvíng different

amounts of time. You can sígn up for the amounL of time

that you are able to volunteer.

Subjects who refused were probed one additíonal time. If and when sub-

jects agreed, a roughly sketched sheeË of paper containing a lis! of

tímes (1Q-rnin. to 90-min. in 10-mín. intervals) was produced. When the

correcÈ amounÈ of ti¡re had been committed, and name and telephone number

had been obtained, the subjecÈ r,¡as Ëhanked and told to expect a call .

Subjects were debriefed when the ent.íre experimenË had been concluded.

Results and Discussion
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The manipulation checks yielded results similar to those found

in Experíment 1 (see Tab1e 3). SignifícanË effects of overload were

found for enjoyment (F(1,36) = 3.74, P..06), distraction (F(1,36) =

44"52" p<.0001), Írriration (F(1,36) = 27.03¡ p<.0001), and overstimula-



Means and SDts for QuesËionnaíre Items

in Each Condition in Experiment 2

uestion

I. Enjoy
2. Distract
3. Irritate.
4. VolunËeer
5. Overload
6. Control

Table 3

Overload

4.64
6.00
4.9L
5. 00
s.73
6.36

L.43
L.44
1.55
t.78

.82
1. 00

Contro

4.10
s. B0
4.30
5.90
5.80
4.70

t.L4
1. 19
L.52
1. 05
.6s

1. 91
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No Overload

5.30
3.10
1.80
5.50
2.60
6. 50

1.53
r.47
0.93
L.29
L.24

.55

s. 18
2.73
2.55
4.09
2.9r
3.64

1. s3
L.44
r.76
2.78
1. B0
2.s3



Means and SDts for DependenË Measures in Experiment 2

Measure

Time on Task*
Lines ShifËed
Lines Completed
He lPingx
Lines Before
Lines After

Table 4

Uontrol

X

tçRecorded in MinuËes

8.89 6.26
181. s 105. 7

95 .6 BB.3
39. I L6 .4
74,7 33 . I

110.9 48.1

Overload

SD

No Control

ï

8.27 6.88
1s4.0 L22.9
LL5.2 IL4.5
2s.0 11.6
83.4 23.4

126.7 47 .O

SD
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Control --Nõ eõnFrõl

1

No Overload

L3.72 7 .LL
108.5 105.0
L26 .7 74.3
23.0 11.5
7L.4 20.4
97.8 32.s

SD X

11.30 9.13
r33.4 I44.9
120. B 118. 7
30.9 1s.1
65.2 27 .0

102.8 38.9

SD
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tion (F(1,36) = 58.99r p.0001), and drivíng performance (F(1,36) =

23.73r p<.0001). The control manipulation was also effective (F(1,36) =

LB.O2r p<.0002)

Data on all- subjects were included in the anal-ysis, since no one

had correctly guessed the predicted relationship between overload and

rhe shifting of responsibilities. Group means are presented ín Table 4.

The hypothesis that previous exposure to overload would be reflected ín

a greatet tendency to shift responsibilities to others was not statisti-

cally supported, although a trend in that direction is apparent (F(1r36)

= 2.77 r p<.10). The large differences between means were vírtual1-y

erased by the greaÈ variabilÍty within subjects. A sirnilar trend uas

observed for the perceived control variable, although the mean differ-

ences r{ere not as pronounced. The data do suggest that overload leads

to a shífËíng of responsíbilities and thaL the percepËlon of control

amelíorates this effect somev¡hat, even though Ëhe requisíte level of

sígnificance hTas not attained. Additional measures of the number of

lines in the passage which were noÈ completed as a resul-t of the sub-

jectts departure (lines shifted), and number of lines completed before

leavíng, were in the direction predicted by the overload hypothesís, but

again were not statisÈically reliable across groups

Helpíng, the second dependent variable, was measured as the

amounË of tíme volunteered to the confederate. Neither overload nor

perceived conÈrol had a discernible effecÈ on thís variable. A signi-

ficant overloacl bYconËrol interaction $ras obtained (F(1r36) = 6.38,

L..O2), although this difference !/as not in the direction predicted by

either an overload or a perceived cont.rol hypothesis. Overload - perceived



control subjects volunteered more time than all other subjects (pt'01)t

no overload - no control subjeets volulìteered more time than either

of the remaining t\,Io groups (p..05), whil-e the remaining two groups were

not sígnificantly different in .the amount of time volunteered'

The implicaËions of this finding are not necessaril-y that subjects

who have been overloaded but given the perception of conËrol are more

helpful than other subjects; rather, this fínding nay simply point to a

serious methodol-ogical flaw. A closer examination of the data reveals that

no overload - perceived control subjects, who volunteered the least amount

of time to the confederate, also spent the most time on Èhe proofreading

task prior to their encounter vríth the confederate' Overload - control

subjects r¿ere the most helpful, buË also spenÈ the second least a-rnount

of tíme on the proofreadíng task. These Ërends would suggest that

amounË of helping behavior úIas confounded by the amounË of "prosocialtt

behavior exhíbíted in the laboratory. By this formulation, it would

therefore be expected that Ëhe responsibility shift and helping be-

havior would be inversely related'

No such relationship was found, however; in fact, these two

variables were positively correlated (r(39) = .22), a únding to be ex-

pected if time on task (a measure of responsibility fulfillment rather than

a shifting of responsibilities) and helping are both considered to be

prosocial behaviors. Therefore, in order to account for the lack of

helping on the part of no overload subject, consideration must be given

to the operation of some additíonal factor. A partial explanation might be

offered by reactance theory (Brehm, f966). Brehm conceives of psycho-

logical reactance as a motivational state directed toward reesta-b-
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lishmenË of free behavíors which have been elimínated or threatened'

vrith elimination. No overl-oad subjects with or without the perception

of control would appear to fit into this concePtion. After being re-

quired to perform a boring, unstímulating task in phase 1, the situa-

tion of boredom ís compounded in havíng Ëo proofread an endl-ess Prose

passage. When interrupted in phase 2, assumíng they coul-d not pobsíbly

have "fulfílled Èheir commitment,", they continue on with the proofread-

ing. However, when Ëheir experimental obligatÍon has been fulfilled'

and they have left the aversive experimenËal situation, they are not

interested in particípating in a further experiment. Their typical-

reply Ëo the confederat,es request, as reported by the confederater tTas

,iI,m rea11y not up to it (PartíciPating in another experiment) right

now". Implicit in this notion is that a "trêatment" effect of being in

.a control group (as opposed to an experimental- group) may be an empirical

reality, a possibilíty whích has not previously been considered'

The sex of the confederaËe had no differential effects on the

helping behavior of males and females. Hor.rever' as ifi Experiment I'

sexofsubjectsplayedadistintiverole.AsignifÍcantoverloadx

sex interaction (F(1r36) = 5.05, g<.03) indícated that overloaded males

were more helpful than overloaded f emales, while the reverse \¡las true f or

non overloaded subjects, perhaps suggesting Ëhe possibilÍty of opposite-

sex reactance following overload. This obtained relationship is at odds

with some related findings in the crowding literature (cf' Lawrence' L974) '

That is, it has been consistently shown that crowding leads to more aggres-

sion in mares than in females. rf aggression and helping are considered

4L
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as orthogonal behaviors, the present data would suggest (f) that crowding

and, overload. as social stressors are consequentially unrelated or Q) that

the sex of the confederate in the present experiment had some i-mmeasurable,

differentiated effect on subjectsr willingness to help.

The suggestíon that ExperimenË 1 did not represenË a powerful-

test of the hypotheses could also be applicable to the present experi-

ment, at least ín Ëerms of the responsibility shíft hypothesis. The

kurtosís of the present sarnpl-e distribution deviates considerabl-y from

the expected normal shape, suggesting maximum variabílity and minimal

central tendency in the data (platykurtosís). It ¡sould be expected

that a larger sample size would serve to decrease thís varíabílity by

increasing the frequency of mean-approxímating values Ín the daÈa.

General Discussion

neiËher overwhelming nor statístically significant overall, largely due

to large amount of variabí1-ity wiËhin groups. However, cerLain trends

in Ëhe daÈa suggest that Milgramrs (1970) time allocatíon hypothesis'

the filering hypothesis (depending on inËerpretation), and the responsi-

bil-ity shift hypothesis, may in fact be tenable, given a nore powerful

test (larger ce}l size, less variable dependent measures, etc.) . In fact'

the time allocation hlpothesis, which was not supported on the proofread-

ing measure (lines completed) in Experiment 1, received a trend of support

in Experiment 2. That is, subjects who had previously been overloaded

tended to work faster on the proofreading task in the measurement phase'

both before and after being interrupted (see Lines Before and Lines After

The results of Ëhe tr,¡o experiments which r^¡ere conducted are
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in Table 4). However, this trend. was not statistically significant.

The inconsistent results associated with the helping variable

were probably due, in large part, to a number of extraneous factors as

previously stated. As a result, Sherrod and Downs' (L974) conclusion

that overload leads to a reduction in helping behavior remains intact.

However, the generality of this finding becomes questionable when one

considers the implications of the results obtained in the experiment

reported in Chapter I. In that study it was found that the Sherrod and

Downs methodology gave rise to a very limited perception of overload'

which suqgests that their overload-helping conclusion \^¡as overstated.

Since their study did not employ a direct measure of the amount of over-

Ioad perceived, but a measure of distraction instead, their data can only

be interpreted within a distraction-helping framework. If, indeed' there

was a relationship between overload and helping as they suggest, it would

be expected. that. this relationship would. be strengthened using the pre-

sent methodology, (t) given the results of the experi:nent reported in

Chapter I, and (2) given the absence of confoundinçJ as it existed in

ExperimenL 2, of the present study. In any case' the confounding of the

helping variable in the present study brought to light a number of note-

worthy concerns, most notably the possibility that the boredom and

aversity inherent in most control group tasks tnay result in a unique

"treatment" effect, attributable only to being in a control group-

The aneliorative effect of perceived control was not clearly

evidenced in the present study. One possible explanation for this is that

the effects of perceived control may only be manifested in conditions of



severe stress, wíth no differential effects being reflected in individuals

e>rposed to moderate stress (Krantz, Glass, & Snyder, 1974). The extreme

variability which characterized the present study, may well have masked

this interaction effect. The perceived control manipulation that was used

in the present research closely parallels that reported by Glass and

Singer (Ig72) in thef-r experiments on urban stress. If overload is con-

ceptualized as yet another form of urban stress, the mediational role of

perceived control would be e>rpected to be the same in overload as it is

in noise, bureaucracy, discrimination, eÈc. However, the hypotheses

tested and the dependent measures used in the present research are con-

ceptually different than those in the Glass and Singer research. That is,

the present research examined the effects of perceived control on atten-

tional and prosocial processes, whereas the Glass and Sínger research

prinarily studied the effects of perceived control on complex task per-

formance. A convergence between these two investigations is evidentt

however, when one examines the effects of perceived control on choice

errors in the present research and on proofreading errors in the Glass and

Singer research: the most powerful effect of perceived control in the

present study was observed on the choice errors measure, a measure which

most closely resembles the proofreading errors measure which Glass and

Singer found to be consistently affected by the perception of control.

In order to determine whether the manipulatiors which were used were

constant or variable, the results of the manipulation checks from Experi-

ments 1 and 2 as welf as the e>çeriment reported ín Chapter I were com-

pared and are depicted in Table 8, Appendix B. It is clear that either

the manipulations or the interpretation of the questionnaire iterns' or a

combination of both, are neither consistent nor extremely variable. For
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although a given question may elicit differingi responses across experi-

ments even though the conditions are the same (e.g., irritate, overload-

perceived control, Exp. I = 3.55, Exp. 2 = 4-9L) , no differences within

conditions and across experiments are greater than I s.d., suggesting

that the variability which was obtained is primarily due to random,

sample variance.

The sex-related findings are difficult to reconcile with previous

findinqs on social stress. Glass and Singer 9L972) report no sex differ-

ences in studies of the aftereffects of unpredictable noise and of bureau-

- '.- t: EE^cracy nor cttct dannah (1975) find any sex differences in his study of

arbitrary discrimination. Krupat and Epstein (1973) studied males on1y,

while Sherrod and Downs (L974) studied females only, and thus offer no

explanation for the present results. Suffice it to say that males and

females employ different adaptation mechanisms for coping with overload'

and that these are differentially mediated by the perception of control

and the response class under scrutiny. For example, the finding that a

prior perception of control over aversive stimulation led to decreased

response time in males but increased response ti:ne in females may Suggest

that when in control, males allocate Less time to each input than females'

And since there was no d.ifference in the number of choice errors made' it

would appear that the coping adopted by males in this instance was more

efficient, and, therefore' more adaptive.

A general point concerning the method in which inputs are weighted

and processed should be made at this juncture. Based on the reSults of

Experiment 1, it would seem that the relationship between stimulus over-

Ioad and attention to high and low priority inputs is more subtle than

Milgram's theory would have it. The fact that what were referred to as
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low priority inputs were uniformly disregarded by overloaded and non-

overloaded subjects alike \.Iould suggest that these inputs were assigned

no priority at all by the sr:bjects. Where differences did occur between

overload and no overload, conditions, i.e. in the number of choice errors

cornmitted, the stimuli \^Iere supposedly high priority inputs in that ran-

dom numbers were presented upon which specific operations had to be per-

formed. These data, in conjunction with the response time data, suggest

that previously overloaded subjects attached more significance to the

speed dimension of the reaction time task while nonoverloaded subjects

attached higher priority to the accuracy dimension. Accordingllt, each

group was respectively supeïior along the dimension which had higher

priority. Because speed hail high priority, overloaded subjects ilid

allocate less time to each input, a finding which is in line with Mil-

gram's position. However, all subjects tended to disregard or filter

out fo\^I priority inputs, suggesting either that this second hlpothesis

of Milgram's is untenable or that the two hypotheses are not mutually

exclusive. Based on the foregoing results and reasoning, I would accept

tte latter position, and suggest that Milgram's theory be modified as

follows: one adaptive response to overload is the allocation of less

time to each input because speed is of highest priority and/ot one adap-

tive response to overload is a more inaccurate processing of inputs

since accuracy is a low priority concern'

so, what of the overstimutated prototyPe? Does he actually tend

to allocate less time to each input, disregard low priority inputs' shift

responsibilities from self to others, etc.? Based on the results of

the present investigation, empirical judgnnent on this question would

have to be suspended at this juncture. A conclusive answer is a subject
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for future research.

However, there are a number of implications for future research

which can be derived from the foregoing discussion. The limitations of

previous research , both in methodology and generality, have been pointed

out and clarified somewhat. The major shortcomings of the Krupat and

Epstein (1973) research were: (t) the theoretical dimensions of over-

load as espoused by VlohlwiLl-(Jg7|l and others were not optimal in the

overload methodology, and as a result it might be suggested that subjects

were not overloaded by the task which had to be performed, (2) it was

never determined, only inferred, whether or not subjects weïe overloaded

by the experimental experience; and (3) measu-res of the dependent vari-

ables were obtained while the sr:bject was being overloaded, providing

a confounded test of the experimental hlpotheses. The Sherrod and Downs

(L974) experiment suffered along similar lines in that (1) the methodology

was only minimally overloading as determined by the experiment reported

in Chapter I of the present thesis, suggesting that the theoretical

dimensions were again less than optimal, and (2) an overload hypothesis

was tested without ever determining whether subjects were overloaded or

not. These problems were hopefutly resolved by the present research in

that (1) the theoretical dimensions of overload were optimally represented

in the methodology as determined a priori, (2) overload was operationally

defined as the subject's perception of the degree of overloading or over-

stimulation, and (3) the experimental hlpotheses were tested in a task

which occurred subsequent to the experimental treatment phase, this test

phase being constant across all conditions.



The greatest degree of variability which was observed in the

present research could simply be attributed to individual differences in

adaptation, and left at that. However, to consider adaptation as the only

response to controllable or uncontrollable aversive events as Milgram

(1970) and Glass and Singer (L972) have done, might be misleading and

somewhat simplistic. In other words, it can be argued that although some

or even most people tend to adapt to overload, others miqht be totally

sensitized by it. For example, consider the rural motorist who moves to

the city: he may adapt to city driving by speeding, cutting other driv-

ers off, perfecting his lane changes, etc. ' like cthers do. On the other

hand, he may become so terrorized by city traffic that he refuses to

drive anlrwhere. One of the effects of urbanization here is adaptation

while the other is sensitization; one is adaptive while the other is

maladaptive. An interesting prospect for future research is to determine

which individuals are adapters and which are sensitizers, and then to

measure the effects of overload on each differentially.
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It might be said that the manipulation of overload in the present

research was not realistic in that it involved only a lS-min. exposure-

This is certainly a valid concern, one which might provide the impetus

to conduct an invivo investigation of overload. fn such a study' it

would necessarily be assumed that the manipulation of the independent

variable, overload, is controlled by the environement, obviating the need

for a laboratory simulation of overload. The overload - no overload

Ievels of the independent variable would be ternporal, overload assumed

to occur at the end of a college term, what with exans, due paperst and

other similar processing demandsr ênd

of the time period in the first third

no

of

overload being characteristic

a college Èerm. Subjects'
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participation in this experiment would require that they first fill out

a questionnaire to determine the degree to which they presently feel over-

stimulated or overloaded by their environment. Subjects would then

perform one of the test phase Q) tasks reported in Experiments 1 and 2,

and be measured accordingly. Although a causal inference could not be

made about the link between overload. and behavior based solely on the

time of year in r"¡hich subjects are run., a time of year - amount of per-

ceived overfoad - experimental behavior relationship would certainly

aloow a number of conclusions to be drawn concerning the overload -

behavior question.
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SUMMARY



SUMMARY

Three experiments were conducted

variables which are associated with the

overload and perceived control.

The purpose of the first experiment was to establish an appropri-

ate methodology for the study of stimulus overload in the psychological

laboratory. It was argued that in order to maximize the cond.itions of

overload in simulation, the dimensional criteria of maximal intensity,

maximal diversity, and. minimal patterning must be included in the method-

ology. In addition' it was suggested that the psychological phenomenon

of overload be operationally defined in terms of the individualrs percep-

tion of overload rather than theinput-output capacity of the system. In

a 3 x 2 design, 60 subjects performed either an overload or no overload

version of a proofreading-vigilance task, a driving-memory task, or a

computation-interruption task. The driving-memory task, which was in-

tended to be most extreme on the dimensions of intensity, diversity, and

patterninçJ' was perceived as the most overloading of the three experimental

tasks. This Ied to the conclusion that this driving-memory task repre-

sented a substantial improvement over existinq methods with which it was

compared, and that this warranted its future use as a standard m.ethodology.

In addition' it was suggested that the concept of interference might be

consid.ered as a critical dimension of overload.

In the second and third experiments, the purpose of the research

\,/as to investigate the effects of stimulus overload and perceived control

on subsequent attentional and prosociaL behavior. Based on Milgramrs

(1970) theory of overload, it was hlpothesized that adaptation to overload

in order to determine some of the

psychological concepts of stimulus
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\^/ould include (1) the allocation of less time to each input, (2) the

disregard of low priority inputs, (3) shifting of personal responsibili-

ties to others, and (4) a decrease in helping behavior. rn addition, it

was expected that the deleterious effects of overload would be amelior-

ated by the perception of control (Glass e Singer, Lg72). Two experi-

ments were conducted in otder to test these hlpotheses. rn the first

phase of both experiments, 40 subjects performed. either an overloading

or a nonoverloading task (the driving-memory task from the first exper-

iment), and either were given a perception of control or not given this

perception. On ä subsequent attention task in the first experiment,

subjects were measured on time altocated to each input and. retention of

low priority inputs. In the second experiment, subjects were subsequently

provid.ed the opportunity to assume or shift personal responsibility for

a proofreading task, and then on leaving the e>çeriment, were approached

by a stranger with a request for help. For arl but the helping hypothe-

sis, data trend.s were in the predicted direction, although they v/ere not

statistically significant. It was suggested. that the helping measuïe was

confounded by a number of procedural variables. fn addition, the conclu-

sion was reached that in order for the results to be considered conclusive,

a more powerful test of the hypotheses is in order.
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This decade has brought with it an ever-growing concern over the

quality of life in modern day citíes. !{hether this interest in the urban

environment is an outgrowth of the naturaÌ environment movement, the con-

stant rural-urban migration, or simply the ever-presence of the city in

the media, is not entirely clear. What is clear is that urban inhabi-

tants and social analysts are beginning to question whether urban living

is psychologically healthy.

And well they might. As cíties continue to gro\'r, the people in

them are exposed to increasing numbers of urban stressors. Everyday

existence requires continuous confrontation with an endless barrage of

intense and oftentimes, multifaceted external stimulation. Construction

and repair \¡rorkers, jets, subways and buses, sirens and horns, aII add

to the already extreme dB 1evel. City smog and exhaust fumes cause the

eyes to water and the breathing to become more difficult. Sidewalk

garbage in the sunmer and bfack snow in the winter add liÈtle aesthetic

contrast to the four walls of the office on the 47th floor. Overcrowded

and "late" transit, traffic jams, impossible lane changes, innumerable

scrapes and dents, exits that tead nowhere; telephones ringing, carrying

on three simultaneous conversations, busy signals, influentials who can-

not be reached, endless paper work, countless d.ecisions, bureaucracyi

and everyiyhere is the pressure to buy now, buy more, spend that dolIar

and pay later. Since it.s coinage, the term stress has been invoked more

and more often to account for this experience of urban living. The harr-

ied urbanite who is constantly exposed to stressors such as these can be

conceptuatized as a victim of overload stress.

In the popular literature, the concept of overload stress was

INTRODUCTION
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first introduced to the public in the

(Toffler, 1970). Since that time, such terms as overload, overstimulation,

and future shock have become familiar jargon, exclusive to this decade

largely as a resul-t of their continued usage in the popular media (cf.

Los Angeles Times, L974¡ Weekend, 1974). According to Toffler (1970)

future shock is a psychological immobilization brought on by the inability

to cope with rapid social change. In his analysis, future shock occurs

when the individual is forced to operate above his adaptive range; future

shock is a response to oversti:nulation.
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now classic bestseller, Future Shock

Although such a view may be intuitively appealing, caution should

be observed in considering the social applications of information pro-

cessing theory, as suggested by Keele (1973). Toffler's analogies

between processing limitations discovered in the laboratory and problems

in the real world. are relatively loose, and carefu] research linking the

concepts from the two areas is in short supply. It would, therefore, be

necessary that a model be designed to accommodate the psychological

aspects of urban overstimulation and to add substance to the generaLiza-

tions offered by Toff1er.

Such a model has been proposed in a recent treatise on the exper-

ience of urban living (Milgram, LSTO). In that paper, l"lilgram suggests

that "psychotogy needs an idea that links the individual's experience

to the demographic circumstances of urban life" (p. L462). Conseguently,

he goes on to posit that the linking principle is provided by the over-

Ioad concept. The sheer numbers of people and external inputs that one

encounters in the city results in a vast amount of information impinging

on a person in his daily routine. Since people have a limited process-

ing ability, much of this information overload cannot be dealt with
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effectively, requiring the individual to adopt any of a number of coping

mechanisms to limit the information load.

Milgram suggests that one mechanism for coping wíth overload is to

allocate less time and attention to each environmental input. A second

adaptive mechanism is the establishment of prioríties, such that low

priority inputs are disregard.ed or blocked out. A third mechanism is to

reverse demands so that the processing burden becomes the responsibility

of others. Collectively, these responses of adaptation imply a fourth

mechanism - a general reduction in prosocial behavior or total lack

thereof. For illustrative and cl-arification purposes' consider this

overstimùlated prototlpe. Since he has limited attention to devote to

each input, he has no time to exchange pleasantries with each strangeri

brief business-like transactions may therefore be more expedient' He can

disregard low priority inputs by employing a recepÈionist, not looking at

people, and generally ignoring inputs that aren't particularly salient

to his purposes¡ ê.9-, a sick d,runk in the gutter. Finally, when pro-

cessing de¡nands become extreme' Iesponsibility is shifted from self to

others, ê.g., bus drivers require that passengers have the correct

change, doctors require that patients come to them, etc. In aII of these

situations there appears to exist an overriding tendency to insulate one-

self from even minimal irrelevant social contacts, and by so doing, lower

the probability offfurther overload. By the same token, however, this

decreased social contact results in a lower probability of engaging in

prosocial behavior, ë.g., doing favors, helping strangers in need, or

just plain friendliness in countenance and manner'

Although Milgram reports several unpublished studies which clearly



demonstrated that urban residents are less prosocial than rural residents,

iÈ is difficult to ascertain whether this disparity \,tas a function of

over-load, urban roles, the greater dangers which lurk in cities, or

simpty the idiosyncratic behavior of people who live in New York City.

It is necessary, therefore, that some means be devised to measure the

relationship between overload per se and the aftereffects proposed by

Milgram. Although it may be argued that what Milgramrs unpublished re-

search lacked in internal validity, a laboratory manipulation of overload

will lack in external validity' thisposition might not be altogether

justified. If stimulation from an urban environemtn can be reconstructed

or simulated in the laboratory, and if a subjectrs perceptions are altered

such that he feels that his processing capacity is overloaded, one has

the sufficient conditions to test the relationship between overstimulation

and its proposed aftereffects.

The cognitive conceptualization of overload

Lazarus' (L967) anal-ysis of psychological stress.
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tazarus emphasizes the role of threat perception or cognitive appraisal

of stress cues, rather than the direct impact of stressfut stimuli. Thus,

a stimulus or combination of stimuli becomes a stressor only when the

individual's perception is altered to the extent that he appraises the

stimul-us as threatening or stressful. Likewise, in dealing with overload

we are primarily concerned with the measurement of perceived overstimula-

tion and'the the number of information bits contained in the overloading

agent or any other index of the physical properties of oversti:nulation.

This definition of overload as a cognitive phenomenon will be adhered to

throughout this report.

is

In

consistent with

his analysis,

The present research represents an attempt to subject Milgram's



hypotheses to experimental test. Specifically, this research

gates the effects of overload or overstimulation on subsequent

processes, responsibility reversal, and prosocial behavior.

the Concept of Overload

Although the concept of overload has become a popular structure

in the e>çlanation of urban stress, there has been littte experimental

research to directly test this notion. Despite the fact that one invari-

ably finds some direct or indirect reference to stjmulation excess and

deficit in any discussion of stress, the consensual agreement between

discussants is that stimulus overload has received no e>çerimental atten-

tion relative to the amount invested in stimulus underload or sensory

d.eprivation (see Zubek, L969). Of necessity, therefore, the present

research has relied on the theoretical treat¡nent of overload and. the

methodological treatment of certain information processing variables that

are analogous to the overload concept. The resulting approaches are

systems analysis, information processing theory, psychophysical' psycho-

physiological, early schizophrenia, and the social psychological approach.

Systems Analysis

The systems analysis approach to overload is almost exclusively

based on the work of James G. Miller (1960, L962, L964). To a lesser

exÈent, it has been influenced by Meier (1964, 1965). Both of these

authors have deaft with the concept of information overload' the condition

in which the rate of incoming stimulation exceeds the individual's cap-

acity to optimally process each input. Atthough this approach is con-

cerned with the operation of any overl-oaded system, from the cell to the

complex organization, the present research is primarily concerned with
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investi-

attentional



individual overload.

In systems analysis three aspects of responding can be studied in

relation to information input overload. The first is one's performance

when viewed as a channel that is transmitting information, i.e., Èhe re-

lation between the input of information into the system and its eventual

output. The second is the mechaniÈm of defense or adjustment (adaptive

responses) of the systen to the stress of information input overload- And

the third is the relative cost of adaptation. These three processes are

remarkably similar to those proposed by Glass and Singer (L972) in their

discussion of the individualts response to urban stress, namely, stress

effects, adaptation, and aftereffects or psychic cost.

Keying on performance and adaptation, Miller (1960, L962) outlines

the expected effects of overload and the mechanisms of adjustment used by

systems to handle information overloads. Concerning performance' it is

suggested that output increases as a linear function of input up to a cer-

tain point, tevelling out at a channel capacity which cannot be exceeded'

and maintaining that level for a period. Performance then begins to de-

crease sfviftly, the amount of information being put out actually decreas-

ing in a "confusional state" as the input rate continues to increase.

This represents the final collapse of this function of the system.

In order to cope with the overload, systems devise and use a number

of mechanisms of adjustment that are not unlike the classical Freudian

defense mechanisms. Those which have been identified are: (1) omission -

temporary nonprocessing of information; Q) error - processing incorrect

information, which may enable the return to normal processing afterward;

(3) queuing - delaying the response dur:ing a period of high overlap of

input information in the expectation that it may be possible to catch up

6L
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during a luII; G) filtering - neglecting to process certain categories of

information while processing othersr (5) cutting categories of discrimina-

tion - responding in a general way to the input, but with less pr""iåion

than would be.done at a lower ratei (6) employing multiple channels - pro-

cessing information through two or more parallel channels at the same time;

and (7) escape from the task.

The major drawback of this approach is its failure to deal with the

cost of adaptation that is reflected in the aftereffects of exposure to

information overload.. Although t"lilgram's (1970) formulation was modelled

after the systems analyses approach, his social psychological analysis was

primarily concerned with the carryover of effects from conditions of over-

load to various types of social functioning. As suggested by Glass and

Singer (L972) certain deleterious consequences may be masked during expo-

sure to. environmental stressors, and surface only during subsequent

performance on some unrelated task. The systems analysis approach offers

no explanation of the effects of overload on subsequent behavior.

Information Processinq TheorY

The area of information processing is an outgrowth of the study of

human performance (Fitts and Posner, 1967¡ Keele, 1973) and selective

attention (Broadbent, 1971). Although information processing theory never

addresses itself specifically to the concept of overload, a number of

valuable implications can be derived from the varied methods used and

results obtained in this area.

The processing of information begins when the individual receives

information from his environment through some form of physical energy.

This environmental information is initially coded by manrs sense organs

into patterns of neural excitation, which are then stored' retrieved when



needed, and result' finalIy, in patterns of overt behavíor.

[,lhile people have a remarkable capacity f.or the storage and re-

trieval of information and for response control (Keele, Ig73), thelz do

have timitations. lwo kinds of limitations that have been identified are

Iimitations of time and linitations of space. Since each input requires

a certain amount of time to process, the amount of identical or similar

inputs that can be processed within a given period is finite. Therefore'

the introduction of two similar stimuli simultaneously will result in time

interference. The same interference can result due to limitations in

space. If some task cannot be performed. simultaneously with another pro-

cessing task, then some aspect of both the tasks is said to take space.

Conversing and typing appear to interfere strongly with each other, des-

pite the fact that the Èwo tasks are completely different sensory and

motor systems. Moray (1969) explains this problem by suggesting that just

as too heavy a load of incomíng information may force sharing to occur

between incoming messages (with a consequent loss of information due to

overloading), so may the same kind of relationship hold when considering

the two halves of an information processing task, input and output. Just

as two incoming messages may compete for attention, so may input and out-

put. If a person is trying to type, he will not be able to simultaneously

respond to quesÈioning without interference, since the conversation input

and the typing output each require space.

When there is interference between inputs, or beÈween input and

outputr.. the nervous systern is forced to institute certain procedures for

economizing in mechanisms of adjustment (Broadbent, f965). Three forms

of information processing economization are the conservation or transmis-

sion of information, the reduction of information, and the creation or

63
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elaboration of information (Fitts & Posner, L967). A task involving the

conservation of information is one in which output has some fixed relation-

ship to stimufus events, so that the stimulus or input can be inferred

precisely from the response or output. Information reduction involves

the summarization of input in such a way that the central characteristics

of the input are communicated., but such that the original input cannot

be reconstructed from the output. The creation of information occurs when

memory is used to elaborate upon a stimulus. As the information load is

increased, and interference occurs, the best way to cope with this over-

load is by means of information reduction.

However, there appears to be a more effective manner of responding

to stimulation beyond the limits of processing capacity. According to

Broadbent (1958), thi-s involves selective attention to certain inputs and

filtering or ignoring irrelevant inputs. In this way, those inputs that

are important to the individual's purposes are received and all others are

blocked out. Thus, instead of undergoing informatoon oveiload, the indi-

vidual is merely e>çosed to the overloading of one sensory modality.

This implies that the concept of overload is a cognitive rather than a

solely physicat phenomenon. Although this filter hlpothesis in systems

analysis, Tressirnan (1964) has introduced data which modifies the filter

notion somewhat. She found that irrelevant information was merely attenu-

ated rather than filtered out. Thus, the Broadbent-Tressiman model sug-

gesÈs that the overloaded system selectively attends to incoming stimula-

Èion, assigning relative weights to each input to the extent that more

important inputs receive more attention than less important ones.

Psvchophvsics+

Concerned primarily with perceptual limits and sensory thresholds,
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the psychophysical approach is also not specifically directed towards the

study of overload. However, in attempting to determine the functional

sensory fields, a number of unique overloading stimuli have been used.

Consequently, a number of findings have had to be interpreted within an

overload framework.

In one e>iperiment (Abernethy and Leibowitz, L97I), the effect of

a central task on peripheral vision was determined by obtaining absolute

luminance threshold for peripherally presented stimuli. A competing

central task was provided by interrupting the fixator light and requiring

the subject to illuminate it. lt $¡as found that thresholds were highest

for the initial session and declined as a function of practice, a finding

consistent with information processing findings with reaction time. Of

utmost interest, however, was the result that when the number of inter-

ruptions exceeded the response capacity of the subject the deÈection of

peripheral signals was greatly impaired. It was concluded that when

central and peripheral stimuli compete for attention, priority is given

initially to the central task, and only with extended practice are the

d.ifferences red.uced. It was suggested that as perceptual interference

is increased, the visuat field'becomes increasingly narrow to the point

that it can be labelled tunnel vision (Mackworth, 1965). This finding

seens to be a rather conmon one when measr:ring perceptual thresholds under

conditions of task overload or sensory bombardment, as evidenced in the

early research of Ormiston (1958) in this area.

In a later study (Leibowitz, Abernethy, Buskirk, Bar-Or. and Hen-

rr€ss€f r 1972) the effects of heat and exercise stress \¡rere examined under

condítions of high perceptual load. The tunnel vision phenomenon !¡as again

found, suggesting that perceptual--motor overload causes the individual to
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"miss" certain sensory ínputs. This phenomenon is not unlike the fil-

tering mechanisms of systems analysis and information processing, although

the filter in this .case would. appear to be at the sensory rather than the

cognitive Ievel. The additional finding that improvement in peripheral

detection following extended practice \¡¡as concomitant with a deteriora-

tion in central detection, suggests that perceptual capacity is also

finite.

The concept of peripheral stimulation qras broadened. with the intro-

duction of secondary or time sharing tasks (see l,eibowitz, 1973¡ Trumbo,

1973). Rather than concentrating on the physical stimulation of the

periphery of a given sense modality, this approach was concerned wiÈh

peripheral stimulation as a secondary task additional to a central or

primary task. The rationale of this experimental paradigrm is that the

information processing demands of one task can be assessed in terms of

performance changes in the overlapping task. The general finding has

been that as the task load is increased, second.ary task performance

d.ecreases.

Psychophysiology

In the psychophysiological treatment of overload, emphasis has been

primarily on the effects of overstimulation on the secretion of catechol-

amines (Frankenhaeuser, L972). Adrenaline and noradrenaline (associated

with the emotions of fear, and anger, respectively) levels tend to

increase with the amount of sti:nulation in a given overload situation, but

begin to attenuate when the subject is (1) given control over the stress-

ors and (2) as the session proceed.s. This finding suggests that adaptation

can occur amidst a barrage of inputs and that this adaptation is facili-

tated by the perception of control. The similarity between this finding
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and those of Glass and Singer (L972) in their studies of noise stress can

be noted. in a later section of this chapter.

tended to increase with the intensity of stimulation, this pattern was ¡ot

uniform across subjects. That is, some subjects tended to show a pronounc-

ed increase in response to stress, while others show only a moderate or

small increase. To determine whether this difference extended to behav-

ioral d.ifferences, Frankenhaeuser and Rissler (1970) introduced a reaction

time task to the overstimulation phase. It was found that reaction time

and error rate were higher in the low-increase group, leading the authors

to conclude that overstimulation should not be considered a unidimensional

phenomenon, at leasÈ in regard to its physiological effects.

Although the mean catecholamines output in a group of subjects

physiological phenomena has been attempted by Lindsley (1961). He states

that sensory overload implies that two or more sensory modalities are in

action simultaneously at levels of intensity greater than normal, and the

combination of stimuti is usually introduced suddenly. The,human mechanism

that is equipped to cope with this sensory bombardment is the ascending

reticular activating system (ARAS) which fil-ters and processes incoming

and outgoing messages. Here again, despite consideration of sensory

overload alone, we find the characteristic referral to a necessary filter-

ing mechanism.

A theoretical interpretation of overload in terms of sensory-

Earlv Schizophrenia

A number of theoristsand investigators have

similaríties of the behavior of schizophrenics to

under overload. conditions (cf. ùlcGhee and Chapman,

Chapman, 1960). This approach has postulated that

discussed the formal

that of normal subjects

I96L¡ Usdansky and

there is a direct rela-



tion between overstimulation and eventual schizophrenia.

The rationale for this view was derived from a number of case stud-

ies of schizophrenic patients and a limited simulation of overload in the

laboratory. It is suggested that when the selective function of attention

is fost, the individual is bombarded with informational stimulation which

cannot be sorted into relevant and irrelevant categories. Consequentlyt

the indívidual finds himself attending, in an invol-untary fashion., to

features of his perceptual field which have hitherto occupied a background

position. As discussed in the previous section, nortnal perception allows

awareness of only a small but significant sector of the total field of

sensory stimulation. This widening of the range of conscious perception

is hypothesized to lead to a decrease in concentration and progressive

thought disorder; all related to the basic inabitity to abstract from the

incoming flow of information.

The fact that normal subjects gave schizophrenic-like responses in

a laboratory simulation of overload led the authors (Usdansky and Chapman,

1960) to conclude that many of the characteristics of early schizophrenia

can be induced by e>çosure to overload. Whether this is the case ot ,rla

is entirely empirical; inherent in it, however, is the hlpothesis that

overstimulation results in decreased ability to attend to environmental

inputs, a notion contrary to that of Milgram (1970).

Social Psychological Approach
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This approach has alread.y been outlined in the introductory discus-

sion of Milgram's overload model. To recapitulate, this approach hlpo-

thesized that, in spite of adaptation to overload, certain behavioral

aftereffects or residues accrue as a result of overstimulation. Specific-

ally, it is hypothesized that the results of adaptation include (1) Èhe
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al-location of less time to each input, Q) the disregard of low priority

inputs, (3) the shifting of responsibility from self to others, and (4)

the relative lack of prosocial behaviors.

An experiment designed to test these hypotheses was conducted by

Krupat and Epstein (1973). Their findings were generally in accord with

Milgram's hlpotheses, i.e., overloaded subjects spent less time on each

input, diffused responsibility to others more often, and engaged in less

prosocial behavior. However, a number of methodological and definitional

problems render these data inadeguate. FirsÈ, the overload group received

the instructionaf set that they would have to work hard and fasÈ to finish

their job, a factor which may have predisposed. overload subjects to work

faster on each input. Secondly, the disregard of l-ow priority input was

not operationally defined.; rather time spent on preferred and nonpreferred

inputs was apparently the index of this hypothesis. Consequently, it was

found that rather than ignoring nonpreferred inputs as predicted in the

model, more time was spent on nonpreferred inputs, a finding in line with

Gerardrs (1967) notion of increased attention to rejected stimuli. Third1y,

the data were messy and inconsistent; a large portion of the variance was

acoounted for by one group whereas the other three were not d.ifferent.

Finally, the measures of diffusion and helping were confounded by the dif-

ferential assignment of tasks - subjects in the condition in which the

instructions were that the workload was heavy and total effort would have

to be e>çended Èo finish, would obviously not have time to write a helping

letter especially when there are other, nonoverloaded subjects who could

do it.

A later study (Sherrod and Downs, L974) investigated the effects

of overload on helping behavior. ft was found that subjects who were ex-
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posed to stimulus overload. in the first phase of the experiment, in a later

confrontation with a confederate of the e>çeriment, volunteered less time

to help in the completion of an unrelated experiment. It would thus seem

that Milgramr s fourth hypothesis has been empirically supported.

A final social psychological analysis of overload has been provided

by the study of group effectiveness under stress. In isofated studies, it

has been found that: (1) group members who are in central positions in

communication networks become "saturated" when the amount of incoming mes-

sages exceeds the individual's processing capacity, a situation which

results in decreased group efficiency and satisfaction (Gilchrest, Shaw,

and Walker, 1954) ì (2) when task de¡nands are increased, group effective-

ness decreases on problem-solving tasks (Lanzetta and Roby, L957) and

increases on motor-reaction tasks (Zajonc and Taylor, 1963). Whether these

effects carry over to post task attentional and social behaviors is an

empirical question that can hopefully be resolved by the present study.

General Comment

In the light of the foregoing positions, it is somevrhat surprising

that neither theoretical nor methodological integration has been developed.

Milgram's analysis represents an initial impetus in the direction of

integration, but as yet remains an untested theory. If overstimulation

does indeed produce stress, something which has been assumed in both the

professional and popular literature, then it is incumbent on us as social

scientists to define this relationship and to determine its parameters.

Rather than decry the dearth of evidence regarding the specific process

and effects of adaptation to environmental overstimulation (cf. Wohlv¡i1l'

Ig74), the present research is an attempt to generate some evidence by

integrating related findings and following through on the overload model
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proposed by Milgran. In a sense, therefore, the present research is a

hypothesis testing exploratory endeavor; data relevant to Milgram's

specific hypotheses will be obtained in addition to data which is not par-

ticularly relevant to any aforementioned hlzpotheses but which simply

emerges aS a result of exposure to overload. The latter set of data,

which will necessarily be descriptive in nature, will be collected in a

comparison of different overload methods, a comparison of performance in

overload and no overload conditions, and in postexperimental questioning.

The Concept of Control

The study of effects, adaptation and aftereffects in lieu of over-

load, is considerably altered with the introduction of the concept of

environmental control. This concept refers to the ability of the indivi-

dual to, in some way, affect or influence events in his social milieu.

Included in this analysis is the perception of control, i.e., even if an

individual does not have control over an environmental event such as cog-

nitive overload, the fact that he thinks that he has control is comparable

to having actual physical control. This suggests that the concept of

control is primarily a cognitive one.

Whether or not an organism has control or the perception of control,

to a great extent determines the behavior of that organism. It has been

widely found that the lack of control can lead to a number of maladaptive

consequences. A number of researchers, most notably Seligrman and his col-

leagues (Seligrman and Maier, L967; Seligrman, Maier, and Geer, 1968;

Hiroto and Seligrman, L974), have found that a reliable consequence of

exposure to uncontrollable aversive events is the inability to learn a

Iater, related response. The term "learned helplessness" was coined to
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explain the fíndings, suggesting that the subject learns that there is no

contingency between behavior and the onset or termination of noxious

stimulation. As a result, no behavior is enacted in subsequent controll-

able situations.

GLass and Singer (J-972) have extended the concept of control and

learned helplessness to the study of urban problems. They have found that

when subjects are exposed to unpredictable noise, their tolerance for

frustration and task accuracy on subsequent measures is considerably lower

than subjects exposed to predictable noise. Their experiments with

uncontrollable noise have yielded results which are virtually identical to

the studies using unpredictable noise.. It was concluded that predictable

noise, or noise that can be terminated by pressing a button, is adapted

to with much less effort than noise which is unpredictable or rrncontroll-

ab1e. The link between uncontrollable stress was denonsÈrated in a later

experiment by Krantz, Glass, and Snyder (1974) in which it was found that

stress is a necessary condition for interference effects after uncontroll-

able pretreatment.

In assessing the aftereffects of urban stress in terms of helping

behaviors, the data has been somewhat equivocal. Glass and Singer (1972)

found no difference between subjects who had control and subjects who had

no control over noise exposure in a subsequent index of helping behavior.

Hannah (1971) concluded that feelings of envirorunental control over sex

discrimination apparently had no real effect on subjectsr willingness to

help another person. However, Sherrod and Downs (1974) found that when

subjects had the perception of control over the occurrence of stressful

overload, their helping behavior was greater than no control subjects. It

is essential, therefore, that some clarification of the prediction of



learned helplessness theory can be presented. at this tíne.

Exposure to uncontrollable aversive events appears to lead to a

generalízed compliance in subjects upon finding that any enacted. behaviors

are ineffective in terminating the stressors, subjects 'give up' all

efforts to escape (Seligman et a1., 1968). Their inability to escape the

aversion of a subsequent situatíon is therefore not so much a function of

impaired ability, but rather an extension of having given up trying. The

subject simply complies with the demands of the experimenter and ceases

to attempt to escape from the situation, either in a shuttlebox (Seligrman

and Maier, 1967) or by pressing a buzzer to terminate a stressful task

(Glass and Singer, L972). The same relationship would be erçected to hold

in,the case of prosocial behavior. Assuming that helping is aversive,

this assumption being warranted by the fact that most people don't like

to "get involved" (Berkowitz, 1973), it would be expected that helpless

subjects would simply comply with a help-soliciting request and make no

aÈtempt to escape such an aversive situation. The learned helplessness

position would therefore predict that subjects r"¡ho have been exposed to

uncontrollable stressors, wilt learn that escape atÈempts are futile, and

wifl, therefore, accede to the demands of the experiment. In the very

Ieast, it would be hlpothesized that helpless subjects would show no less

prosocial behavior than non-help1ess subjects, and perhaps show more.

This hypothetical interaction between overload and control is clearly con-

trary to the overload main effects hlpothesis of Milgram (1970).

Integration and Rationale
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The present study was designed to investigate the behavioral con-

sequences or aftereffects of overstjmulation and to determine whether or
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not feelings of environmental control tend Èo ameliorate these effects.

AftereffecÈs, rather than direct effects, \¡¡ere of prirnary concern simply

because they reflect what occurs as a result of or in spite of adaptation

(Glass and Singer, L972). These aftereffects are determined by exposing

subjecÈs to overload conditions, and then measuring task performance in

a subsequent unrelated situation.

In order to grasp the importance of the concept of aftereffects,

attention must be given to Selyers (1956) notion of adaptation. Selye

uses the following analogy to define the adaptation process: When we are

first confronted with a complex mathematical problem, we attempt to solve

it in different \¡rays. We check our results repeatedly to see whether,

using various approaches we will always arrive at the same conclusion.

This process nìEry be quite exhausting, but if similar problems come uP

again and again, eventually we learn always to use the simplest formula

which will give us the correct ans\¡¡er with the minimum of effort (p. I19) .

All this suggests that an essential feature of adaptation is the delimin-

ation of stress to the smallest area capable of meeting the requirements

of a situation (Selye, 1956).

This analysis aids in the clarification of the problems inherent in

the concurrent measurement of overload effects. First, the concurrent

"effects" which are obtained may be a response to the overload, an adap-

tive response, or a combination of both. Thus, the concurrent effects of

overstimulation are confounded by the subjects adaptation during an ex-

perimental session. A second, more serious problem associated with con-

current measurenent involves the physical limitatíons of overload exposure.

ThaÈ isr aty concurrent measurement of effects would be confounded by the

tj:ne and space that the subject is required to devote to the overloading
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or nonoverloading task. Thus, by physical limitations alone, an overloaded

sutrject would have less time to d.evote to each input or less time and space

to engage in a helping act than one who is not so constricted by an over-

loading task. However, if the dependent variables are determined after

exposure to overloading and nonoverloading conditions, in a situation in

which task requirement.s across groups are constant, the confounding of

physical limitations would be avoided.

Theoretically, it would be expected that subjects e>çosed to over-

load would experience some sort of arousal because of the stressful event

(Frankenhaeuser, L972). This arousal would be expected to interfere with

performance in an ongoing task, a prediction that is consistent with the

systems analysis, information processing, psychophysical, psychophysiolog-

ical, early schizophnenia, and social psychological approaches. In addi-

tion, if the effects of overstimulation generalize, subjects who have

previously been overstimulated should tend to adopt certain economizing

behviors to protect against further overload. According to Milgram (1970),

these behaviors include (1) the allocation of less time to each input'

(2) disregard of low priority inputs, (3) shifting of responsibility from

self to others, and (4) reduced helping behavior.

An alternative interpretation of the first hlpothesis would be

that overstimulation facilitates attention to multiple stimuli. That is'

if less time is allocated to each input, a greater number of inputs can

be attended to simultaneously. If the post-e>rposure task is considered

to be a novel situation that is unrelated to the overload task' the

systems analysis, information processing, psychophysical, and psychophys-

iological approaches would predict no differences in reaction time between

overloaded and nonoverloaded. conditions. If it is assumed that post-
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exposure task performance will be mediated by practice on the overload

task, an untenable assumption when considering complex tasks (Posner,

L966), then these positions would predict that overloaded subjects would

have better reaction times. At the very best, the overall prediction

would be that overload subjectsr performances would be greater than or

equal to nonoverloaded subjects' performance. The early schizophrenia

prediction would be that overloaded performance would be inferior to

nonoverloaded due to attentional interference. Milgram's social psycho-

logical position has already been stated: overload performance is sup-

erior to nonoverl-oad. performance.

The hypothesis regarding the disregard of low priority inputs,

identical in principle to the notion of filtering and tunnel vision'

appears to represent the only common group between all of the approaches

considered thus far. The general expectation here would be that over-

loaded subjects would disregard or filter more than nonoverloaded sub-

jects, assuming that this tendency transferred or generalized from the

overload task to the postelposure task. Milgram's parsimonious hlpothe-

sis does not require this assumption.

The third and fourth h1'poÈheses are primarily concerned with social

behaviors, and as such, can only be accommodated within the social psycho-

Iogicat framework. As discussed earlier, learned helplessness theory

would predict that helpless (uncontroll-able overload) subjects would show

greater (or equal) prosocial (prosocial here refers to less responsibility

transfer and more hetping) behavior (although, in this context' the term

compliance may be more appropriate) than subjects who have the perception

of control. Although the findings of Hannah (I97I) and Glass and Singer
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(L972) v¡ould tend to support this position, counterevidence has been pro-

vided by Sherrod and Downs (Lg74). Resolution of this conflict can only

come about through replication.

theory in regard to hypotheses one and two. That is, uncontrollable over-

load subjects would show debilitated post-exposure task performance

reflected in more time on each input and greater disregard of low priority

inputs. As can be inferred, the notion of learned helplessness emphasizes

the conÈrol dimension whereas the Milgram notion emphasizes overload per

se. At this point, an interaction would seem quite tenable-

All predictions are presented in Table 1. The rationale for con-

ducting this research should be evident at this point, at least in terms

of its conceptual and theoretical import. The methodological sigmificance

should become clear in the foltowing section. The decj-sion to pursue

this vein of research received a degree of post-decision reinforcement in

the discovery of the following quote from G1ass and Singer (L972) z

A particularty compelling alternative (to the control concept) is
that postnoise impairments may be due to an overloading of the indi-
vidual's information processing capacity, brought on by the accumulated
stress of unpredictable noise interfering with task performance. An

obvious test of this hypothesis would be to e>lpose subjects to unpre-
dictable noise under conditions where they had or did not have a task
to perform. since both groups would likely adapt to the noise, we

could test for the presence of aftereffects as a function of the task
- no task variable. Failure to find aftereffects in the no task
group would be presumptive evidence of the cognitive overload inter-
pretation (p. 159).

Although the present study does not represent a strict adherence to this

formulation, it does represent a general test of the crux of this altern-

ative.

A final interaction would be predicted by learned helplessness
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Because the present research represents an exploration into the

experimental manipulation of overload as well as the testing of specific

hypotheses concerning the aftereffects of overload, three experiments

wilt be conducted. The first experiment will compare three different

overload methods in order to determine which creates the greatest percep-

tion of overload. l,lhen this has been determined, experiments two and

three will be conducted, using the most effective overloading method.

In experiment two, the relationship between overload and certain atten-

tional processes will be investigated. Specifically, this experiment witl

test the notion that overload results in the allocation of less time to

each input and a tendency to disregard low priority inputs. Experiment

three wiII deal with the effects of overload on subsequent responsibitity

reversal and helping behavior.

I\4ETHODOLOGY

The first experiment is essentially a methodological study, with

the purpose of determining which of threee different tasks is most

effective in inducing overload. Thirty subjects will be n:n, lO in each

cond.ition-

Task l- - This will be a replication of the procedure used by Sherrod and

Downs (L974). Ten subjects will be required. to proofread a prose passage,

underline errors as they read, and. at the same time attend to an audio-

taped series of random numbers and note the frequency of occurrence of

the nunl¡er t'211 . The random numbers will be superimposed over a recording

of raucous musical- excerpts plus a second voice reading a prose passage

at a rapid pace. The session will be terminated after 15 min. of exposure

(Sherrod and Downs, 1974).
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EXPERTME}flT I
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Task 2 - This will be a modification of the method used by Finkelman and

Glass (1970). Subjects will be required to track a moving course on an

automotive Drivers Testing Apparatus white simultaneously clutching'

braking, and accelerating when yellow, red, and blue lights are illumin-

ated, respectively. The secondary ongoing task (Peterson and Peterson,

1959) will require that the subject remember three leÈters white counting

backward from a three-digit number for a variable time (10-sec.) ' and

then recatl- the three letters in response to a tone. The session will

consist of seven 2-min. trials on the driving apparatus combined with 15

continuous minutes of the. Peterson and Peterson task.

Task 3 - The third method will require that the subject perform mathemat-

ical operations on columns of data, first addition and. then division' to

determine column means. Simultaneously, subjects will be required to pro-

vide immediate responses to questions presented at 30-sec. intervals.

These questions will be general intelligence questions requiring limited

cogniÈive activity. The session will be 15-min. in length.

At the end of each session, in all conditions, subjects witl fill

out a questionnaire concerning their reactions to the e4periment. These

wilt include their responses, each on a 7-point scale, to the following

items: (1) How much did you enjoy being in this e>çeriment? (1 = not at

all enjoyable, 7 = extremely enjoyable) ì (2) How distracting did you find

this task? (3) How relaxing or irritating did you find this task? (4)

How likely would you be to volunteer for another session of this experi-

ment? (5) To what extent did you feel overstimulated or overloaded in

this e>çeriment?

A one-way ANOVA will determine which conditíon is most aversive and

leads to the greatest perception of overload. If differences are not sig-



nificant, the most aversive situation (trend) will be chosen for use in

subsequent experiments.

EXPERIMENT II

The second experiment will test Milgram's first and second hypo-

thesès, i.e., that overstimulaÈed subjects allocate less time to each

input and tend to d.isregard low priority inputs.

In the overload. condition, subjects will be ecposed to 15-min. of

overload (the appropriate method having been determined in the first

experiment) in phase I. HaIf of the subjects will be informed that they

can terminaÈe the secondary task if it becomes too aversive (Glass and

Singer, irg72) while the other half will be told nothing. The nonoverload

subjects will simply be required to perform the primary task, half being

given the perception of control and the other half, not.

In phase 2, aLJ- subjects will be required to proofread a prose pas-

sage, underlining the errors as they read, and at the same time to attend

to another audio-taped prose passagie in one ear, and a series of random

nu¡nbers in the other ear. Response to the random numbers will be in the

form of a 2-choice reaction time task. Subjects will be instrucÈed to

respond as fast as they can following presentation of the appropriate

number, choosing the left key when even numbers are presented and the right

key when odd numbers are presented.. Total reaction time and the reciprocal

of the number of lines completed (on the proofreading task) witl be record-

ed at the end of the 15-min. session to determine the mean time a1locaÈed

to each auditory input and each line in the prose passage.
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At the end of the session, subjects will answer 15 forced-choice

items concerning the content of the audio-taped prose passage to determine



whether this message r¡/as attended to

be recorded as a measure of how much

filtered out.

The third experiment will test Milgram's third and fourth hypothe-

ses, i.e., that overloaded subjects will tend to shift responsibiliÈy to

others and be less willing to help a stranger.

phase I will be the same as in Experiment II. Following this, sub-

jects will be required to proofread a prose passage rmderlining errors as

Èhey read. Since this passage will be impossible to complete within the

experimental period, subjects will be totd that they can complete the task

or delegate part or all of it to someone else. It will be exptained that

although it is the subject's responsibility to complete the task, there

are a number of people in another e>çeriment who are performing this same

kind of task and that they are capable of finishing the job. "I will

simply teII them that this is some work left over from another experiment.

So what'1l ít be? Although this is part of your job in this experiment,

you can (1) quit nov¡, (2) work on until you think you have done enough,

or (3) complete the task." AIl subjects will be stopped after 20 min.

As they are leaving the experimental room, subjects will be

approached by a confederate who will request their volunteer help in a

non-credit oçeriment. Whether or not they comply, and how much time they

offer (up to 90 min.) will be recorded.

Before leaving, in both Experiments II and III, subjects will fill

out a post-e>çerimental questionnaire to d.etermine whether (1) the manipu-

Iations were effective, and (2) whether the subjects were able to determine
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disregarded. Number of errors will

this low priority information was

or

of

EXPERIME}qÍ III



the experimental hlpotheses.

is conclud.ed.

Debriefing will occur when the
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entire study
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Analyses of Variance on the

Five Questionnaire lt,ems in Experiment,

Chapter I

Enjov

Source

A (Task)
B (Overload)
A3
Error

Table L

Distract

df

Source

1

I
1

s4

A (Task)
B (Overload)
AB
Error

MS

1. 18
3.84

.27
2.38

90

ïrriËate

Source

df

.49
1.61

.11

1

1

1

54

A (Task)
B (Overload)
AB
Error

p is less Ehan

MS

10.46
30.26
L6.6L
2.87

.6130

.2098

.8938

df

3 .65
10.55
s.79

1

1

1

54

p is less t,han

ìfs

9.97
12.35
L.52
3.73

.0329

.0021

.0054

2.68
3.31

.4L

p is less than

.0782

.0744

.667 s



Volunteer

A (rask)
B (Overload)
AB
Error

Overload

1

I
1

s4

A (Task)
B (Overload)
AB
Error

4.2L
3.70
L.24
3 .63

1. 16
L.O2

.34

I
I
1

s4

4.46
3L.27
13 ,41

2.t+3

91

.32LL

.3L74

. 7130

1.84
12. 88
5. 53

.1696

.0008

.0064



Multivariate Analysis and correlation coifficients
of the Fíve QuesËionnaire lËems in Experiment, 1

Chapter I

Multiveriate Analysis

Source

A (Task)
B (Overload)
AB

Table 2

Correlation Matrix

dft

10

5
10

1. Enjoy

2. DistracË

3. IrriLate

4. Volunteer

5. Overload

dfz

94
47
94

92

-.03

-.56**-

.69**

-.23*

L2.69
B. s9
2.LO

*p<.05
x*g<.01

Distract

p is less than

.32*

-.07

.4L**

.0001

.0001

.0184

-.63**

.40**

Volunteer

-.28x



Analyses of Variance on the Six Questionnaire ltems

in Experiments I and 2

Chapter II

Enjoy

Source

lab]-e 3

A (Overload) I
B (Control) 1
ABl
Error 36

df

Distract

Ðæ.1 Exp.2

7 -4r
-37
-07

1.86

Source

A (overload) 1
B (Control) 1
ABI
Error 36

7 -7r
.86
-32
2.06

Exp.1

df

93

3.98
.20
.04

Irritate

Exp.I E>æ.2

Exp.2

97.75
3. 66

.42
1- 87

Source

3.74
.42
_15

p is less than
Exp.l.

94.50
.89
.19

2-T2

A (Overload)
B (Control)
AB
Error

.0542

.6607

.4449

Eræ.1

df

Exp.2

52.36
1.96

.22

.0615

.5226
-6979

Exp.l Exp-2

1
I
t_

36

Exp.2

t4s

20.L4
4.75
3. 16
3. 17

44.52
.42
.09

p is less than
Exp.1

61.93
-03

4.45
2-29

.0001

.1708

.6394

Exp.1

Exp.2

6.35
1. 50
1. 00

.0001

.5223

.7667

Exp.2

27.03
.01

r-94

p is less than
E>æ. r

.01-66
-2295
.3255

Exp.2

. 0001
-9120
.L727



Volunteer

Source

A (Overload)
B (Control)
AB
Error

Overload

1
1
.1

36

Source

Exp.1 Exp.2
7.4L

-64
10. 61

3. 98

A (Overload)
B (Contro1)
AB
Error

4.67
.56

L4.09
3. 51

¿lf

E¡p.1 Exp.2

Control

F

1.86
.16

2 -67

1
1
1

36

E>çp. I Exp.2

Source

1. 33
.16

4.OL

48.43
.64
.03

2-53

p is less than

A (Overload)
B (Control)
AB
Error

94

Exp.1

94.50
.30
.09

1.60

.1814

.6904

.1117

Exp.l

df

Ðç.2

F

-2569
.6934
.0532

L9.t7
-25
.01

I
I
1

36

Exp.2

Exp.l Exp.2

58. 99
.19
.05

.24
62.64

2-8A
4.O2

p is less than

Exp.1 Exp.2

3.43
53.64

3. 93
2.98

.0002

.6L74

.9197

Eræ.1

.0001

.6677

.8r70

.06
15. 58

.72

F

Exp.2

1.15
18.02
L-32

p is less than
Exp.t Exp.2

.8102

.0004
-4036

.2907

.0002
-2586



Reaction Time

Table

Analyses of Variance on

of Time AllocaLed

Source

A (overload)
B (Control)
A3
C (Sex)
AC
BC

A3C
Error

df

1

1

1

I
1

L

1

36

the Five Measures

Èo Each Input

Movement Time

Source

MS

58. 08
LL7.L7
40.36

942.88
2.62

L07 .64
7ro.2L
L72.62

A (Overload)
B (Control)
AB
c (sex)
AC
BC

ABC
Error

95

.34

.68

.23
5.46

.02

.62
4.11

df

p ís less Êhan

1

I
I
1

1

1

1

36

.5658

.4158

.63L9

.0255

.9027

.4353

.0505

380.58
120.85

.38
617.16
207.88
654.62
428.52
L4L.28

2.69
.86
.00

4.37
L.47
4.63
3 .03

p is less Ëhan

.1100

.3 616

.9588

.0442

.2335

.0386

.0907



Total React,ion Time

A (Overload)
s (Control)
AB
C (Sex)
AC

BC

A3C
Error

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

36

Lines Completed

736.0L
476.O3
32.88
34.38

2s7.L6
23r.37

2242.08
256.56

A (overload)
g (Control)
AB
C (Sex)
AC

BC

ABC
Error

2.87
L.86

.13

.13
1. 00

.90
8.74

I
1

L

1

1

I
1

36

Errors Detected

Source

15.55
L229.25
373.57

s214.86
104.8s
335.02

3733.99
2272.67

96

A (Overload)
B (Control)
AB
C (Sex)
AC

BC

ABC
Error

.0985

.L822

.7226

.7L66

.3238

.3490

.00s7

.01

.54

.16
2.3 0

.05

.15
r.64

df

1

1

1

1

1

I
I

36

MS

5. 13
927.r8
257.40

L672.O2
2s6"22
9r8.64
528.49
735.15

.9346

.4672

.6878

.1391

.83 13

.7035

.2086

.01
r.26

.35
2.27

.35
L.25

.72

is less than

.9339

.2693

.5580

.1408

.5589

.27Ls

.402s



Story Errors

Source

Analyses of Variance on the Four Measures

of the Disregard of Lor¡ PrioriÈy lnputs

A (ûverload)'
B (Control)
A3
C (Sex)
AC
BC

ABC
Error

Table 5

df

I
I
I
1

1

1

I
36

Passgre Erg¡rs

Source

MS

2.04
.37
.07

4.O2
.97

8.47
6. 13
2.72

A (Overload)
B (Control)
AB
C (Sex)
AC
BC
ABC
Error

97

.75

.13

.03
L.48

.36
3.L2
2.26

df

p is less than

1

1

I
1

I
1

1

36

MS

.3926

.7L6L

.87l-3

.2319

.5537

.0865

.L422

.00

.05

.70
6. 10

.54

.81
2.L9

.68

.00

.07
L.O2
8.92

.79
1. 18
3.2r

p is less than

.97L9

.7872

.3 199

.0053

.3798

.284L

.0822



Total Retention Errors

Source

A (Overload)
B (Control)
A3
C (Sex)
AC

BC
ABC
Error

I
1

I
1

1

1

I
36

Choice Errors

1. 95
.L4
.32

20.02
.06

L4.5L
"99

3 .68

A (overload)
B (Control)
AB
C (Sex)
AC
BC

ABC
Error

.53

.04

.09
5..4s

.02
3.95

.27

1

1

I
1

1

1

I
36

p ís less than

98

.47LO

.8443

.7699

.0247

.8970

.0551

.6068

6.94
7.36
1. 10
L.52

.06

.00
4.52
2.6s

2. s9
2.7 s
.4r
.57
.02
.00

1. 69

.TT44

.L044

.52s3

.4557

.8794

.9796

.2024



Table 6

Analyses of Variance on the

of ResPonsibilítY

Time on Task

A (overload)
g (Control)
AB
C (Sex)
AC
BC

A3C
Error

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

36

Lines Shifted

Three Measures

shi fr

L56L3.67
2386.49
96L.22

1s58. 10
31. 55

983.66
6099.6s
s637.66

A'(Overload)
e (Control)
A3
c (Sex)
AC
BC

ABC
Error

2.77
.42
.L7
.28
.01
.L7

1.08

99

1

1

1

1

I
I
I

36

Lines Completed

23 100. ss
18. 99

7373.04
447.59

.09
420s.27

L7L93.22
L4796.9t

.1043

.5L97

.6823

.6026

.9409

.6788

.3056

A (Overload)
e (Control)
AB
C (Sex)
AC
BC

ABC
Error

1. s6
.00
.50
.03
.00
.28

L.T7

I
1

1

1

I
I
1

36

3677.35
604.54

L644.90
3 18.48

2500.70
865.69

19965.L7
10029.39

.2201

.97L7

.4851

.863 0

.9981

.597 5

.2887

.37

.06
"16
.03
.25
.09

L.99

. s489

.8076

.6881

.8597

.6208

.77 07

.L674



Source

Analysis of Variance

df

A (Overload)
B (Control)
AB
C (Sex)
AC
BC
ABC
Error

on Ëhe One Measure of Helping

Table 7

1

1

1

I
1

1

1

36

288.09
73.54

1265.00
2.62

1000. s4
r27.83

.00
r98.24

MS

L.4s
.37

6.3 8
.01

5.0s
.6s
.00

100

p is less Ëhan

.2364

.s466

.0164

.9092

.03 13

.4276
1.0000



Means and SDrs for Questionnaíre ltems in Experiment I

(Chapter I) Experiment 2 (Exp.I, Chapter II) and

Experiment 3 (Exp. 2, Chapter II)

Question Exp.

Table I

Enjoy

Distract

I
2
3

1
2
3

I
2
3

I
2
3

I
2
3

I
2
3

Control

x

Irritate

Overload

4.46 rleo
4.64 r-43

5.64 L.74
6.O0 L.44

3. 55 L-70
4.9L 1.55

4 -73 2 -L5
5.O0 1.78

4.91 L.67
5.73 .82

6.46 .7A
6 -36 1- OO

Volunteer

SD

No Control

Overload

x

4-42 t.06
4.36 1.15
4.LO ].-I4
6.17 1.28
5.27 r.24
5.80 1.19

3.67 1.10
4.73 1.88
4.30 L.52

4.50 .70
4-O9 2-60
5.90 1.05

5.83 .70
5.09 I.50
5.80 .65

3. 55 2.24
4 -70 t. 91

101

Control

Control
No Overload

x

sl¡o -.ss

5.30 1.53

2.80 1.31
3.10 L-47

2.70 r.93
1.80 .93

4-60 1- 60
5.50 L-29

2-70 t-5t
2.60 I-24

6. 10 L -20
.6.50 .55

No Control

x

4.73 2.r3
5.20 1.10
5.18 1.53

3.18 r-46
2.OO 1. 00
2.73 L.44

3.00 L-69
2.80 1.39
2.55 I.76
5.O0 2-L3
5. 90 r -22
4.09 2-78

2.73 2-08
3.00 r.10
2.9r 1.80

4.20 2.83
3-64 2-53

SD



Gestalt View

Hypotheses

1. Time Allocated to Each Input

Measure

Table 9

the Dependent

Experiments 1

of

in

React.ion Time
(msec)

Movement Time
(msec)

Total Response
Time (msec)

Lines Completed
Errors Detected

Control
x

Variables for Each

and 2 (chapter rr)

Overload

Overload

79.4 13.9

52.I 13. I

131.5 2L.3
137.3 58.5
89.6 25.4

SD

Measure

No Control
x

Story Errors
Passage Errors
Total Retention

Errors
Choice Errors

78.7 10.4

47.5 IO.2

L26.2 l-2.6
119.1 37 .O
93. 5 29.L

IO2

Control

No Overload

x

Control-
x

84. I L5.2

57 .4 13 .8

141.5 15.8
131.7 47.4
83. 5 2A -9

5 -A2 I. 86
2-O9 .67

7.9L 2.42
L.27 1.03

No Control
x

No Control

74.7 11. 3

54.2 7.2

L32.9 11.1
L27 -I 38.8
98. I 23 -O

x

6.00 1.60
L.73 .77

7 -73 1. 58
2-46 2.54

SD

Control

No Overload

x

6.30 1.36
1.80 .87

8.ro 1-61
.40 .63

No Control
x

6.40 1.41
2.OO .89

8. 40 t.76
1.30 1.31



3. Responsibility Shift

Measure

Time on Task
(min. )

Lines Shifted
Lines Completed

Control

4. Helpinq Behavior

Overload

x

8.89
181. 5

95.6

Measure

SD

No Control

6.26 8.27
105.7 154.0
88.3 I15.2

Helping (min. )

x

103

Control

6 - 88 L3.72
L22.9 I08.5
114. 5 126.7

Overload

x

Control

No Overload.

XSD

39.1 L6-4

No Control

7 -LL 11.30 9.13
105.0 133.4 I44.9
74-3 I20.A 118-7

No Control

XSD

25-O 1r. 6

Control

No Overload

23.O r1.5

No Control
XSD

30- 9 15.1


